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Abstract 

Statistical modeling has evolved around building increasingly more complex models, even though 

it is common knowledge among statisticians that an optimal model size usually exists for any given data 

set. Having overly complex models leads to imprecise parameter estimates and tends to increase the 

subjective role of the modeler, which can distort the perceived characteristics of the system under 

investigation. One approach for controlling the tendency of contemporary models to increase in complexity 

and subjectivity is to use model selection criteria that account for these factors. The initial task of this thesis 

was to review existing model selection criteria. The second task involved testing the effectiveness of 

several model selection criteria. The Stock Synthesis program, which is often used on the U. S. west coast 

to assess the status of exploited marine fish stocks, was used for this evaluation because of its ability to 

handle multiple data sets and mimic highly complex population dynamics. In the review of existing model 

selection criteria the Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) and Schwarz's Bayesian Information Criterion 

(BIC) were identified as the criteria that most completely satisfied the fundamental principles of model 

selection: goodness-of-fit, parsimony, and objectivity. Their ability to select the correct model form and 

produce accurate parameter estimates was evaluated in Monte Carlo experiments with the Stock Synthesis 

program and were compared to a simple maximum log-likelihood criterion. The maximum log-likelihood 
criterion surprisingly outperformed both AIC and BIC in several of the experiments. 
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STATISTICAL MODEL SELECTION CRITERIA AND THEIR APPLICATION TO THE  
STOCK SYNTHESIS ASSESSMENT PROGRAM  

Chapter 1 

INTRODUCTION  

Mathematical modeling has emerged as a major tool in science. Scientists use mathematical 

models to mimic the dynamics of the real systems that they study. A mathematical model is a set of 

mathematical equations that relate the components of the system under investigation. The components 

consist of two types of variables, predictor and response. The response variable is usually incorporated 

into the model as a function of the predictor variables and a set of unknown parameters. Selecting the 

function and variables is often referred to as the first stage of modeling. Experiments are then conducted 

and the response and predictor variables are measured and recorded and the model is fitted to these data. 

Data measurements often include an error component due to either human or instrument imperfections 

whereby more accurate data, in which the error term is less variable, are more representative of the real 

characteristics of the system they mimic. The purpose of model fitting is to find estimates of the unknown 

parameters that provide the model with the best fit to the data so that the response variable can be 

explicitly and accurately estimated for any given set of values of the predictor variables. Parameter 

estimation is often referred to as the second stage of modeling. Scientists maybe interested in using 

information from modeling for making simple representations of the data, for prediction, or for making 

inferences, say, about the importance of certain predictors. In any case, the scientists' explanatory or 

predictive accuracy depends on the choice of model and the quality of the data set. 

There can be infinitely many possible ways of representing a system in terms of the model form, 

the set of predictor variables and the parameter components. Models are usually classified as being either 

linear or nonlinear and these two classes differ greatly in their estimation properties. Given the usual 

assumption of independent and identically distributed normal error terms, linear models provide unbiased 

and minimum variance estimators, whereas nonlinear models tend to do so only with large sample size. 

The distinction between linear and nonlinear models is dictated by how the parameters are included in the 

formulation. The usual meaning of the term "linear ", as in a straight line, does not necessarily apply to 

the distinction between linear versus nonlinear models. For example, models with curvilinear 

relationships between the response and the predictor variables can be categorized as linear models as long 

as the model parameters are included in the formulation as simple coefficients. For nonlinear models, at 

least one parameter must be included in an exponent (e.g.. X') or as the argument to a transcendental 

function (e.g., log(pX)), and the relationship between the response and the predictor variables is always 
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curvilinear. The curvilinear relationships that belong to the linear-class of models can always be 

linearized by some form of algebraic transformation, 

The following equations and the discussion that follows illustrate the distinction between linear 

and nonlinear models and some of the terminology that will be used later to describe the process of model 

selection. 

Y = a0 +a X1 +E (1.1)
1 

Y =a0 +a X +a2 X2 +a X + E (1.2) 
1 1 3 3 

Y=a0 +aiX+a2X2 +a3X 3 
-I-E (1.3) 

a3 
(1.4)Y=(ao ±a1X1 +a2X2) +E  

Y = a0 exp[ exp(ai a2X)] (1.5)  

Y=x
1
al X2fx2E (1.6) 

In these equations Y is the response variable; X, X1, X2, X3 are predictor variables; a() , a1 , a2, and a3 are 

unknown parameters; and e is the error term. Equations (1.1) and (1.2) are simple linear models in which 

the relationships between the response and the predictor variables are straight lines. Equation (1.3) is a 

linear model where the relationship between the response and the predictor variable is a polynomial. 

Equations (1.4), (1.5), and (1.6) are nonlinear models. The procedure for model selection is different 

among these three classes. For models with straight-line relationships between response and predictors, 

model selection involves picking the best subset of predictor variables. The possible subsets of predictor 

variables for equation (1.2) include {XI}, {X2 }, {X3), X2 }, {XI, X3 }, {X2, X3 }, and {X1, X2, X3 }. The 

smaller the subset the smaller the number of required parameters and the less complex the model. For 

curvilinear models of the form illustrated by equation (1.3), model selection involves picking the 

appropriate polynomial degree. Possible polynomial degrees of equation (1.3) include first, second, and 

third. The subset of predictor variables for the second degree polynomial can have either {X2) or {X, X2}. 

The possible subsets for the third degree polynomial include {X3 }, {X, X3}, {X2, X3 }, or {X, X2. X3). The 

first degree polynomial can only be in terms of {X}. Model complexity not only can increase with the 

polynomial degree, but also as the number of the subsets increases. For nonlinear models, model selection 

can involve subset selection, as in the case of equation (1.4), or not at all when there is only one predictor. 

as in the case of equation (1.5). Model selection for equation (1.5) concentrates on determining the 

appropriate parameterization. For example. a simpler alternative for equation (1.5) is to drop al. 

Equation (1.6) is nonlinear in the parameters but can be linearized by using the logarithmic 

transformation. The error in equation (1.6) is multiplicative but becomes additive, as for the other 

equations [(1.1)-(1.5)]. after applying the logarithmic transformation. 
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(1.7)
Ynew Xlnew + a2 2newX new 

where is loe(Y). XJ,, is loe(X/). X2, is log(X2), and en, is log(e). Model selection can involve 

whether to use equation (1.6) or its linearized form (equation (1.7)). Linear forms should generally be 

preferred to nonlinear alternatives because linear forms have more well defined estimation properties. 

Model selection involves nested and non-nested models. A simple model is nested in a more 

complex model only if the former is a result of either equating. or dropping parameters from the latter. 

Equation (1.1) is nested in equation (1.2) but not in equation (1.5). Some model selection criteria cannot 

be applied to non-nested models. 

Simple models are easy to handle and interpret. Furthermore, predictive accuracy usually 

increases with the number of parameters, but then decreases as more parameters are added. Thus, there 

generally is an optimal model size for a given set of data. Finding the optimal model from the infinity of 

possible models is difficult, however. One way of simplifying the process of model selection is to use 

selection criteria that account for the principles of model selection. Chapter 2 of this thesis is a critical 

review of the more commonly used model selection criteria. These criteria are ranked according to their 

ability to account for three designated principles of model selection. Their mathematical properties are 

examined accordingly, and procedures for their application are also evaluated. 

In Chapter 3 of this thesis several of the model selection criteria reviewed in Chapter 2 are 

applied to the process of building fishery stock assessment models using the Stock Synthesis stock 

assessment program. The Stock Synthesis program is widely used for stock assessment along the coast of 

the Pacific Northwest. The program can accommodate multiple types of data and can mimic highly 

complex population dynamics. Simulated data sets are used with the Stock Synthesis program to evaluate 

the performances of the model selection criteria. Chapter 4 of this thesis summarizes the results of 

Chapters 2 and 3 and suggests further lines of research. 
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Chapter 2 

A CRITICAL REVIEW OF STATISTICAL MODEL SELECTION CRITERIA AND 
THEIR APPLICATION TO FISHERIES MODELS 

2.1 Introduction 

Fisheries managers rely on stock assessments to provide information for management decisions. 

Stock assessment scientists use or modify existing models or construct new models to extract the required 

information from data collected from the fishery and the fish populations. A model is a simplified 

mathematical representation of the processes operating in a system. Fisheries are systems that are 

inherently complex and influenced by a multitude of factors including biological ones (e.g. growth, 

mortality, reproduction), oceanographic and environmental factors (e.g. seasonal patterns, production and 

recruitment mechanisms), and social and economic factors (e.g. management regulations, fleet size, 

fishing technology). Fisheries models can be very simple. as is the case with stock production models 

(Gulland 1983; Hilborn and Walters 1992) or they can be very complex, as in the age-structured stock 

assessment model known as Stock Synthesis (Methot 1990). In fisheries science there are few objective 

criteria to assist practitioners in choosing between simple versus complex models of fisheries systems. 

This paper reviews the role of statistical model selection criteria in the general model selection process. In 

addition, the model selection criteria used in fisheries modeling are reviewed. 

Model selection is a process designed to identify the "optimal" model from a set of competing 

models. When several models equally or almost equally explain a given data set, model ambiguity arises 

(Schnute 1987), in which case inferences based on the models must contain an extra component of 

uncertainty (Hilborn and Walters 1992; Lebreton et al. 1992; Kass and Raftery 1995; Newman 1997). To 

assist the process of model selection, a variety of model selection criteria have been developed and a body 

of literature has accumulated that discusses the theoretical underpinnings of these selection criteria and 

their individual and comparative applications. The existing model selection criteria are known to be 

diverse in their emphasis and have been variable in the success of their application (Lebreton et al. 1992; 

Kass and Raftery 1995; Newman 1997). Model selection criteria should therefore be treated with caution 

as to which criteria are best suited to a given application. 

In theory, statistical model selection is a two-stage process. A model form is selected at the first 

stage, and a specific model that best fits the data is selected at the second stage (Forster and Sober 1994). 

The model form is a mathematical equation that relates the predictor variables X to the response variable 

Y of the modeled system, given the set of parameters p. e.g.. 

Y= f (x.p) + E (2.1) 
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where E is an error component that accounts for the random difference between the exact response Y and 

the approximate representation provided by f(X13); e is often assumed to have a known probability 

distribution. Typically, the modeler's conception or theory of the system under investigation is expressed 

in the model form. There are usually many possible forms for representing a system. The model can 

consist of all (the full model) or only a few (a reduced model) of the measurable variables that conceivably 

influence the behavior of the response variable. It is often the case that only a subset of all the possible 

predictor variables are included in a model. The choice of a model form f( ) and the subset of predictor 

variables X constitute the process of model selection. Competing models are considered to be nested if the 

reduced (simple) model is obtained by either equating or eliminating parameters of the full (complex) 

model; otherwise competing models are non-nested. Specific values for the parameters # of the model 

form are estimated using statistical techniques on the basis of data pertaining to the system under 

investigation. Model specification has been the subject of many studies, including Akaike (1973, 1974, 

1977, 1983, 1985), Learner (1978), Dambore (1985), Aitkin (1991), Cameron (1992), Lebreton et al. 

(1992), Kass and Raftery 1995, Hilborn et al. (1995), Newman (1997), Ramsey and Schafer (1997), 

Murtaugh (1998). 

In practice, the two stages of model selection are often merged and a single process is used to 

select the specific model (Hilborn and Walters 1992, p. 195). As a consequence, many of the statistical 

criteria that have been devised to aid in model selection are based solely on their effectiveness at fitting 

the data (goodness-of-fit), which in theory should be the task of the second stage in the model selection 

process. By skipping the first stage (selecting a model form) these criteria ignore the issue of model 

complexity. Model complexity refers to the number of parameters in a model, with complex models 

having more parameters and simple models having less parameters. Model selection requires a method to 

identify appropriate subsets of the predictor variables (e.g., forward, backward and stepwise regression, or 

enumeration of all possible subsets), and a criterion (e.g., lea. MSEp, Mallow's Cp, Bayes Information 

Criterion (BIC), or Akaike Information Criterion (AIC)) that measures the predictive accuracy of models 

within different subsets (Murtaugh 1998). 
The concept of goodness-of-fit refers to the ability of a model to reproduce a given set of data. 

Goodness-of-fit is often measured using the techniques of least squares or maximum likelihood. Both 

techniques seek parameter estimations that provide "best" fits to a given set of data, but differ in their 

definition of best fit (Mood et al. 1974, Hilborn and Walters 1992). Model complexity is measured by the 

number of parameters included in a model. Criteria that account for model complexity must include the 

number of parameters (p) in their formulations and must impose a penalty for increasing p (Ramsey and 

Schafer 1997). 

Criteria that have been used for model selection include variations of the coefficient of 

determination (R2p, Rea, MSEp), the F-statistic upon which stepwise regression is based (Neter et al. 

1985; Murtaugh 1998), the prediction sum of squares (PRESSp) (Walpole and Myers 1985), Mallow's Cp 
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statistic (Neter et al. 1985; Ramsey and Schafer 1997; Murtaugh 1998), Aitkin's average likelihood 

criterion (Aitkin 1991, Forster and Sober 1994), the likelihood ratio test (Lebreton et al. 1992), Schwarz's 

Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC) (Kass and Raftery 1995: Forster and Sober 1994; Raftery et al. 

1995; Newman 1997; Ramsey and Schafer 1997; Murtaugh 1998; and the references cited in these 

documents) and the Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) (Akaike 1973. 1974, 1977. 1983, 1985; 

Matsumiya 1990; Lebreton et al. 1992; Yamakawa et al. 1994; Forster and Sober 1994; Raftery et al. 

1995; Hilborn et al. 1995; Newman 1997). Other less commonly used criteria have been proposed by 

Costanza and Sklar (1985) for models of freshwater wetlands. 

2.2 The Principles of Model Selection 

The underlying principles of model selection are goodness-of-fit, parsimony and objectivity 

(Forster and Sober 1994). Goodness-of-fit emphasizes the ability of models to explain the variability 

inherent in a given data set. Parsimony considers the issue of simple versus complex models; it recognizes 

the diminishing effect of increasing model complexity on predictive accuracy and the possibility for more 

complex models to overfit data. Objectivity is concerned with the possible distorting effect that can arise 

due to the subjective interests of modelers. The principles of model selection provide important guidelines 

for correctly structuring model selection criteria. Without adequate consideration of these principles, a 

meaningful critical review of model selection criteria is impossible. 

2.2.1 Goodness-of-fit 

The unavoidable random variability encountered with data measurements causes the 

complications involved in statistical modeling. The purpose of modeling is to identify meaningful 

representations that significantly account for data variability (Lebreton et al. 1992; Rothschild et al. 

1996). Goodness-of-fit refers to a model's ability to mimic data variability. Goodness-of-fit is measured 

ubiquitously by the methods of least squares and maximum likelihood (see section 2.3). These goodness 

of -fit measures are non-decreasing functions of the number of parameters. It is a common practice to 

require modelers to choose between models based on measures of goodness-of-fit. The choice of model is 

more difficult when different models perform equally well. 
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2.2.2 Parsimony 

Real-world systems are highly complex. Models are abstract simplifications ofthese systems. The 

objective of applying the principle of parsimony is to avoid including redundant or unnecessary 

parameters in models. A given data set can only support a certain number of parameters, usually many 

fewer than the number the analysts might wish to include. This fact is difficult to appreciate because 

goodness-of-fit usually continues to improve as more and more parameters are added to a model, which is 

why there is a tendency to develop overparameterized models and thus overfit a given set of data. 

Modelers must seek an appropriate balance between matching the real systems their models 

represent and keeping their models manageable. Often the initial models of a system are highly 

simplified, thus emphasizing manageability. As the modeling process continues, however, more elaborate 

models are developed to incorporate additional hypotheses about the investigated system, thus 

emphasizing realism. Manageability imposes a limit to how complex a model can become. When this 

limit is exceeded, the model is said to be overparameterized. Consequences of overparameterization 

include loss of precision in model prediction, and waste of financial resources in collecting unused data 

(Ratkowsky 1983; Hilborn and Walters 1992; Ramsey and Schafer 1997). The question that remains to be 

answered therefore is, how simple is simple enough? 

Often in statistical model building there is a tradeoff between the degree of complexity and the 

predictive power of a model. The degree of complexity increases as parameters are added to a model. 

Usually these new parameters accompany additional variables that added to a model to improve the 

goodness-of-fit to an existing data set. In less usual cases, the new parameters accompany new data that 

are added to models to supplement the existing data or to avail extraction of additional information. 

Predictive power measures the combined effect of unbiasedness and preciseness of parameter estimation. 

The predictive power of a model initially increases as parameters are added, but then gradually decreases 

as more parameters are added. In the more usual case where parameters are added to improve goodness-

of-fit, the degrees of freedom allocated to the new parameters are deducted from those initially allocated to 

the estimation of the error variance, which reduces the precision of the estimated error variance and the 

precision of the model parameters. In the less usual case where new data supplement the existing data, 

further improvements in goodness-of-fit may not be enough to offset additional variability inherent in the 

new data (Costanza and Sklar 1985; Ludwig and Walters 1989; Hilborn and Walters 1992 and the 

references cited therein; Forster and Sober 1994). In general, more parametersrequire more data. The 

costs of collecting more data and the complications that additional data can inflict on an analysis play a 

major role in discouraging people from building models of high complexity. An appropriate model 

therefore, may not use all the available data, and hence may have fewer parameters than more complex 

alternatives. 
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In all branches of science, developments in the capabilities of modern computers have paved the 

way for extensive explorations with models of great complexity. However, despite the continuing advances 

in computational power, simple models continue to serve as adequate alternatives to complex models in 

many situations. Simple models emphasize generality, concentrate on a few parameters, and consequently 

are much easier to work with and analyze. Complex models attempt to represent a system in as much 

detail as possible and usually include numerous parameters, with the result that they are cumbersome to 

work with. The parameters in complex models can often be associated with, and compared directly to 

measurable phenomenon, whereas the parameters of simple models are often not well-defined except 

within the context of the model (Murdoch et al. 1992). Although the behavior of very simple models can 

be very complicated or even chaotic in some situations (May and Oster 1976), simple models can very 

well produce better predictions than more complex alternatives (Ludwig and Walters 1985). Scientists are 

often faced with a dilemma when they must choose between simple versus complex models of natural 

phenomena. In fisheries science, in particular, there are few objective criteria to assist practitioners in 

choosing between simple versus complex models of a fishery system. 

There are infinitely many ways of modeling (simplifying) a system. There are infinitely as many 

simple models as complex models that can be used to represent a system. This notion adds another level to 

the dilemma of choosing between simple and complex models, viz., having decided on the degree of 

complexity for representing a given system does not resolve the problem because there still remains the 

task of picking one model from a whole array of possible competing models, all with the same degree of 

complexity. 

2.2.3 Objectivity 

Modeling is an attempt to mimic reality, however, reality is independent of the modeler's 

perception. Objectivity is therefore an important element of modeling. However, the systems we model are 

ones whose behavior we are interested in studying. Modelers have their own conceptual descriptions of the 

systems they investigate before they even start their investigation. Often modelers have clear interests in 

some particular components or attributes of a system and are investigating their behavior. The modelers 

perception of a system is thus an unavoidable element of modeling. We would like todispense with 

subjectivity but cannot. Clearly, it should be a goal in modeling to minimize subjectivity where possible, 

but it should also be understood that the process of modeling can never be purely objective. 

The issue of subjectivity has been a concern for contemporary fisheries assessmentmodels that 

have the capability to include different kinds of data. Such models include an age-structured model by 

Fournier and Archibald (1982), a size-based delay-difference model by Fournier and Doonan (1987), the 

catch-at-size analysis (CASA) model (Sullivan et al. 1990), and the Stock Synthesis program (Methot 
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1990). These models require a weighting system. contingent upon the modeler's prior knowledge, to rank 

the relative importance of the different kinds of data. The complete dependence on the modeler's 

judgment has been generally considered overly subjective. 

Another more general example of subjectivity in modeling is the level of significance (a level) 

used with significance tests of fitted parameter coefficients, such as the F test, the t test and the P value. 

The choice of a level is not governed by any specific rules. Different modelers can choose different a 

levels for the same task and thus come to different conclusions as to the relevance of a particular 

parameter. There is no specific answer to the question of when setting an a level is overly subjective. 

2.3 Model Selection Criteria 

In theory, modeling is a two-stage process. A model form is selected at the first stage, and a 

specific model that best fits the data is selected at the second stage. In practice, these two stages are often 

merged and a single process is used to select the specific model (Hilborn and Walters 1992, p. 195). There 

are two classes of methods for merging the two stages of model selection. The class that Hilborn and 

Walters refer to consists of criteria that account only for goodness-of-fit. This class assumes that a model 

form has been chosen prior to model building, which eliminates consideration of model complexity. These 

criteria do not include the number of parameters (p) in their formulations in such a way that increasing p 

imposes a penalty in their overall assessment of a model's predictive accuracy. Criteria that belong to this 

class are incomplete because they do not account for model complexity. An example of such a criterion is 

the coefficient of determination (R2). The other class of methods attempt to merge goodness-of-fit and 

model complexity into one functional framework so that both tasks can be achieved simultaneously. 

Criteria that belong to this class are complete. This class includes Mallow's Cp statistic, the Bayes 

Information Criterion (BIC), and the Akaike Information Criterion (AIC). 

The rest of this section reviews the more commonly used model selection criteria. The structures 

of the model selection criteria are assessed on the degree to which they conform with the principles of 

model selection (goodness-of-fit, parsimony, objectivity) presented in section (2.2). The result of this 

assessment is summarized in Table 2.1. 
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Table 2.1 Accountability of Model Selection Criteria to the Principles of Model Selection. 

Cell entry: Yes = accountable; No = not accountable 

PRINCIPLES OF MODEL SELECTION 
CRITERIA Goodness-of-fit Parsimony Objectivity 

BIC Yes Yes Yes 

AIC Yes Yes Yes 

Likelihood ratio test Yes Yes No 

Cp statistic Yes Yes No 

Rea Yes Yes No 

F test Yes Yes No 

t test Yes Yes No 

Rep Yes No No 

Least squares Yes No No 

Maximum likelihood Yes No No 
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2.3.1 Least Squares 

The least squares criterion seeks the parameter estimates that minimize the sum of squared 

differences between the observed data and their counterparts predicted by the model. Using the notation of 

equation (2.1), the sum of squared differences (SS) can be expressed as 

2 (2.2)SS = [Yi f (Xi ,11)] 
i=1  

counterpart predicted bywhere Y, (i = 1, 2, ..., n) denotes the observed data and,f(X,) represents the 

the model, X is the subset of predictor variables and /1 denotes the model parameters. 

The weighted least squares criterion is a version of the least squares criterion applicable when 

some observations should be given more weight than others. The sum of squared differences to be 

minimized when applying the weighted least squares criterion is 

(2.3)SSw = E wi [Yi f (Xi, )(3)}2 

where w, is the given weight of the i`h observation. 

The estimates provided by the least squares criterion are consistent and often unbiased. 

Consistent means that the estimates become increasingly unbiased as the sample size increases. The least 

squares criterion is especially useful when the jointprobability distribution function of the Y's is not 

known. 
The users of the least squares criterion assume a model form and use the criterion to select a 

particular model. The least squares criterion emphasizes data fitting (goodness-of-fit) and disregards the 

role of model complexity in modeling (parsimony). Equations (2.2) and (2.3) do not provide a mechanism 

for model selection based on comparison of subsets of X or sizes of /3 (the number of parameters, p). The 

subset of X, and consequently the size of /3, are given and the sole purpose of the least squares criterion is 

to find estimates of Q that minimize the sum of squares (SS). 

The least squares criterion is often used in pairwise comparisons to select one or a few models 

with the least sum of squares (SS). A disadvantage of this technique arises due to the fact that as more 

predictor variables enter the model, the sum of squares can not increase. More complex models, therefore, 

always have sum of squares less than or equal to those of their simpler alternatives. By the least squares 

criterion, one should always select the more complex alternative. The least squares criterion accounts for 

goodness-of-fit but disregards the roles of parsimony and objectivity in model selection. 
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2.3.2 Maximum Likelihood 

Maximum likelihood is another eeneral method used for parameter estimation. Application of the 

maximum likelihood method requires knowledge of the joint probability distribution function of the 

observations, Y's (i = 1, 2, .... n). If the probability distribution function of Y is g(X, /3) and if the Y values 

are independent observations, then the joint probability function L(0), 

L(f3)= flig(Xi,P) (2.4) 
i=1 

is the likelihood function. The maximum likelihood method seeks those parameter estimates, /3, that 

maximize L(f3) given the observed X and Y values. In practice, lnL(/3) is used more often than L(0) because 

both functions are maximized at the same set of 13 values, whereas lnL(P) is much easier to work with. The 

log - likelihood function is defined as 

ln L(13) = ln[g(X 0)] (2.5) 
i=1 

The maximum likelihood estimates have the same values as the least squares estimates when the E values 

in equation (2.1) are independently and identically distributed normal random deviates (Ratkowsky 1983). 

The maximum likelihood criterion, like the least squares criterion, is a formula that leads to 

acquiring estimates of p, regardless of its size (p) and the choice of predictor variables, X. Equations (2.4) 

and (2.5) consider only a given subset of X. Neither equation considers the variety of possible subsets that 

can be drawn from X. Thus the maximum likelihood criterion belongs to the class of model selection 

criteria that accounts for goodness-of-fit but not model complexity. Nevertheless, the application of 

maximum likelihood has been utilized as a basis for model selection that supposedly compares models of 

different sizes in a manner similar to the pairwise comparison procedure described for the least squares 

criterion. 

The likelihood function and its natural logarithm monotonically increase as the size of p 

increases. This characteristic of the likelihood function and its natural logarithm creates the same problem 

that arises when the least squares criterion is used to evaluate all the possible subsets of X. There is no 

defined set of stopping rules to control the process of model selection. Instead, the choice of a model is 

highly contingent on the user's own discretion. Hence, for the same data set. different users can choose 

different models. Thus the maximum likelihood criterion can best be used for parameter estimates and 

should be recognized as being incomplete when applied for model selection. The maximum likelihood 

criterion accounts for goodness-of-fit but not parsimony or objectivity. 
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2.3.3 Likelihood Ratio test 

The likelihood ratio test (Lebreton et al. 1992) uses maximum likelihood and applies when 

comparing two models. one of which is a constrained version of the other. The constrained model 

[g(X0,00)] is compared to the full model [g(X,P)]. which includes a more complete set of predictor 

variables. The constrained model excludes at least one of the predictor variables of the full model. 

The likelihood ratio test is based on the difference between the log-likelihood values of the 

constrained model [ln L(g(Xo,P0))] and the full model [ln L(g(X,g))]. where the latter is always greater 

than or equal to the former. The test statistic 

21n L(g(X0, f30)) [-2In L(g(X I3))] (2.6) 

has asymptotically a central chi-square distribution with p-r degrees of freedom, where p and r are the 

number of parameters of the full model and the constrained model respectively. A critical region or value 

for choosing between the two models is determined by the chi-square distribution with p-r degrees of 

freedom and a level of significance (a) chosen in advance by the users. A large value of the likelihood 

ratio (larger than the critical value) indicates that the fit provided by the constrained model is inconsistent 

with that of the full model, which leads to selecting the full model and rejecting the constrained model. A 

small difference (smaller than the critical value) indicates that the constrained model fits the data as 

adequately as its more general counterpart, which supports selection of the constrained model. 

Different users can choose different significance levels (a's), giving rise to different critical 

values for the same task, which can result in choosing different models. This indicates subjectivity in this 

model selection technique. 

Equation (2.6) does not include p or r, the respective number of parameters for the full and the 

constrained models. However, the manner in which p and r are used for determining the critical chi-

square value penalizes large models. The difference between p and r is the degrees of freedom associated 

with the critical chi-square. Higher degrees of freedom requires larger critical chi-square values, which in 

turn make the choice of the more complex full model more unlikely. In this way the likelihood ratio test 

accounts for model complexity. The likelihood ratio test accounts for goodness-of-fit and parsimony but 

not objectivity. 
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2.3.4 The Coefficient of Determination, R2p 

The coefficient of determination (R2p) criterion is one of a few criteria reviewed in this study that 

are based on the analysis of variance approach to reeression analysis, and the following partitioning, of the 

sum of squares associated with the response variable. Y: 

(2.7)SST = SSR + SSE 

where SST is total sum of squares, SSR is sum of squares due to regression, and SSE is error sum of 

squares, which is the portion of SST unaccounted for by SSR. Using thenotation of equation (2.1), the 

components of equation (2.7) can be computed using the following formulas: 

(2.8)SST = (Yi T)2 

where Y is the mean of the Yi's, and 

SSR =Z[f (X >13) r]2 and (2.9) 

SSE = f (X , /3)12 (2.10) 

The coefficient of determination (R2p) criterion uses the coefficient of multiple determination 

(R2) for comparing of all possible subsets of X. The possible subsets of X are all the combinations of the 

predictor variables. A high R2 value is indicative of better fit. R2p is usually defined as 

SSR 1 SS P (2.11)R2p 
SST SST 

The appearance of p in equation (2.11) is just for symbolic purposes. It merely indicates the number of X 

variables (p-I) used in calculating R2 and has no penalizing effect on the value of R2p. Hence, this model 

selection criterion does not account for model complexity. 

The procedure for applying the R2p criterion in model selection is to stop adding predictor 

variables when the user thinks that any further increase in R2p is not worthwhile. An obvious drawback to 

this approach is the fact that as p increases, R2p never decreases. Furthermore, there is no fixed or defined 

analytical standard or empirical threshold that tells the user when to stop adding variables. The decision 

to stop is based on the user's discretion. As a result, different users can suggest different models for the 

same data set, which can lead to excessive subjectivity. The coefficient of determination criterion accounts 

for goodness-of-fit but disregards the roles of parsimony and objectivity in model selection. 
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2.3.5 F test and t test 

The F test is used in model selection in two ways: to sequentially select predictor variables to 

include or exclude as in forward selection, backward elimination, and stepwise regression; and to test the 

fit of a reduced model against a full model. The formula for the F statistic is 

SSE(R) SSE(F) SSE(F) (2.12)F* 
p r n p 

where SSE(R) is the error sum of squares for the reduced model, SSE(F) is the error sum of squares for the 

full model, p is the number of parameters in the full model, r is the number of parameters in the reduced 

model, and n is the number of observations. A large value of F* supports the full model and a value of F* 

close to or less than 1 supports the reduced model. 
For sequential variable selection, predetermined levels for F* are set to screen a single variable to 

enter or to exit the model. These levels do not have a precise probabilistic meaning. One practice is to use 

the numbers 4.0 and 3.9 for adding and deleting respectively (Ramsey and Schafer 1997). Ramsey and 

Schafer point out that the number 4 "corresponds roughly to a two-sided P value being less than .05." A 

variable is added when F* is larger than the entering level and a variable is deleted when F* is smaller 

than the exiting level. 
Examination of equation (2.12) reveals that F* is large for large SSE(R) SSE(F) or small p r. 

When r increases, p - r decreases but so does SSE(R) - SSE(F) because as more parameters are added to 

the reduced model SSE(R) decreases while SSE(F) remains the same. F* tends toincrease as r increases if 

the reduction in SSE(R) SSE(F) exceeds the reduction in p - r, which in turn increases the chance of 

selecting the full (complex) model but decreases the chance of selecting the reduced (simple) model. 

Similarly, F* tends to be small as r increases if the reduction in SSE(R) - SSE(F) undershoots the 

reduction in p - r, which in turn decreases the chance of selecting the full (complex) model but increases 

the chance of selecting the reduced (simple) model 

The decision rule for the application of equation (2.12) requires a significance level (a) 

determined by the investigator, from a domain that usually ranges from 0.05 to 0.01. This is a subjective 

aspect to the procedure. Different a levels can possibly lead different users to choose different models for 

the same set of data. 

The t test is used to test the effect of an individual predictor variable and is defined as 

b (2.13)t* ' 
s(bi ) 

where b, is the coefficient of the VI' predictor variable and s(b,) is the standard deviation of br. It can be 

shown that 
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b2 
F* (t*)2 (2.14) 

(bi ) 

Thus, the F test and the t test are equivalent when a single parameter is being tested. Both tests lead to the 

same conclusion about the significance of a parameter at a (liven a level. The F test/t test accounts for 

goodness-of-fit and parsimony but not objectivity. 

2.3.6 The Adjusted Coefficient of Determination, R2a 

The adjusted coefficient of determination (R2a) criterion, or the adjusted coefficient of multiple 

determination, is defined as 

SSE 
n p MSE 

(2.15)R2 a 1 1 
SS SST/T/n 1 n 1 

where n is the number of observations and p is the number of parameters. Model complexity is accounted 

for by dividing SSE and SST by their respective degrees of freedom. The model with the highest R2a 

provides the optimal choice. The incorporation of measures of both goodness-of-fit and model complexity 

in the formulation of equation (2.15) is an improvement over the simpler criterion Rep. 

Examination of equation (2.15) reveals that because the denominator, (SST/n-I), is fixed, R2a can 

only increase if SSE/n-p decreases. Moreover, a decrease in SSE/n-p requires either a reduction in SSE or 

an increase in n-p. However, the only way to reduce SSE is by increasing p, whereas n-p can never 

increase from increasing p. There is a tradeoff in the overall effect of increasing p on the behavior of R2a. 

In applying R2a, it seems appropriate to stop adding parameters when the reduction in SSE cannot offset 

the loss in the degrees of freedom. There is no systematic procedure, however, to judge when the reduction 

in SSE becomes insufficient. It is the sole responsibility of the investigator. The adjusted coefficient of 

determination criterion (R2a) accounts for goodness-of-fit and parsimony but is not an objective model 

selection criterion. 

2.3.7 Mallow's Cp statistic 

The Cp criterion (Stone 1976, Neter et al. 1985, Akaike 1985, Ramsey and Schafer 1997) 

assumes that there are p-I potential X variables (i.e. p parameters including one for the intercept) that 

have been wisely chosen so that their MSE is an unbiased estimator of the true population variance, (32. 

The Cp criterion is defined as 
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SSEp
Cp = n + 2p (2.16) 

MSE 

where SSEp denotes the error sum of squares for the particular subset of the p-1 potential X variables and 

MSE is the mean square error for the full set of p-I potential X variables. For a simple demonstration, 

suppose two potential X variables (i.e. p = 3) have been chosen, i.e.. X1 and X2. The possible subsets are 

{X1 }, {X2), and {X1. X2 }. A Cp statistic is calculated for each subset using equation (2.6) where MSE is 

the same in each case, i.e., the mean square error for {X1, X2 }. 

The Cp criterion includes the total mean squared error for each subset of the X variables, thus 

taking care of goodness-of-fit. The quotient in equation (2.16) contrasts the fit of a reduced model in the 

numerator to that of the full model in the denominator. The ratios for the different subsets of X are 

compared. One condition in the application of the Cp criterion is to choose the subset with the least Cp 

statistic. 

Examination of equation (2.16) reveals that the quotient decreases with increasing p because 

SSEp decreases, but the denominator is a constant, which explains how equation (2.16) accounts for 

model complexity. Adding 2p penalizes the Cp measure asp increases. The conflicting effects of SSEp 

and 2p account for the diminishing influence ofp in Cp as p increases. 

A second condition in the application of the Cp criterion stems from the theoretical property that 

if the regression model is correctly specified then the expected value of Cp is approximately p. 

E(Cp) = p (2.17) 

By this condition, one looks for the subset closest top. In practice a Cp plot is used with Cp on the y-axis 

and p on the x-axis. The two conditions presented above can disagree at times. For instance, the subset 

with the least Cp may not be the one that is closest to p, which on the plot is the 45° diagonal line through 

the origin. When this happens, the user chooses the subset that he/she thinks best suits both conditions, 

but there is no systematic procedure for choosing between subsets when the two conditions disagree. It is 

possible that one selects a model with a bigger subset of X ( more predictor variables) having Cp closer to 

p, rather than selecting the subset with the least Cp. This is an aspect of subjectivity inmodel selection 

when using the Cp criterion. The Cp criterion accounts for goodness -of -fit and parsimony but not 

objectivity. 
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2.3.8 Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) 

The Akaike Information Criterion (Akaike 1973, 1974, 1977, 1983, 1985; Stone 1976; 

Matsumiya 1990; Lebreton et al. 1992; Yamakawa et al. 1994: Forster and Sober 1994; Kass and Raftery 

1995; Hilborn et al. 1995; Newman 1997) is a product of integrating maximum likelihood and model 

selection into one function. For choosing among alternative models with different number of parameters, 

the AIC procedure suggests choosing parameters that maximize the likelihood function for each model 

and then choose the model with the largest log likelihood minus its number of parameters, which is 

equivalent to choosing the model with the least log likelihood plus its number of parameters, 

AIC = 2 ln(max. likelihood ) + 2p (2.18) 

In model selection, the model with the least AIC is expected to provide the optimal choice. AIC 

accounts for goodness-of-fit in terms of log-likelihood. AIC penalizes increasing model complexity by 

adding twice the number of parameters (2p), which counters the negative first term in equation (2.18). 

Forster and Sober (1994) claim that AIC is a purely objective criterion that provides the most appropriate 

way of measuring and comparing predictive accuracies among competing models. The optimal model 

choice is the one with the least AIC. No subjective stopping rules are needed. AIC accounts for goodness-

of-fit, parsimony and objectivity. 

2.3.9 Schwarz's Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC) 

The Schwarz Bayesian Information Criterion (Schwarz 1978, Akaike 1983, Lebreton et al. 1992, 

Forster and Sober 1994, Kass and Raftery 1995, Newman 1997, Ramsey and Schafer 1997) was developed 

by Schwarz as an alternative Bayesian approach to the AIC. The Bayesian approach assumes the 

parameters of a model are random variables with known prior distributions so that the probability 

distribution function in equation (2.4) becomes a joint distribution of the sample X1, X2, ..., Xn and the 

parameters /3. The joint distribution of the sample (the regular probability distribution function, as in 

equation (2.4)) and the parameters (the prior distribution) is a conditional probability distribution referred 

to in the Bayesian approach as the posterior distribution. Schwarz used a large-sample limit to 

approximate the joint distribution separately for each model. The result of this approximation is the BIC 

criterion. The optimal model choice is the one with the least BIC. No subjective stopping rules are needed. 

BIC differs from AIC in how it accounts for model complexity. BIC is usually defined as 

BIC = 2 In(max. likelihood) + p In( n) (2.19) 
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BIC accounts for goodness-of-fit in terms of log-likelihood. Adding. pin(n) in equation (2.19), n being the 

number of data points, works in opposition to the eoodness-of-fit term, a feature clearly aimed at 

correcting for model complexity. BIC accounts for goodness-of-fit, parsimony and objectivity. 

2.4 Summary of Model Selection Criteria 

The results shown in Table 2.1 suggest that the model selection criteria can be arranged into 3 

groups: (1) BIC and AIC; (2) likelihood ratio test, Cp. F test, t test, and R2a; (3) R2p, F test and t test. The 

order of the groups indicates their superiority according to the principles of model selection presented in 

section (2.2), which are goodness-of-fit, parsimony and objectivity. 

Group (1): BIC, and AIC. These model selection criteria penalize large models in favor of simpler models 

but at different intensities. The penalty imposed by BIC is pin(n) and is different from the 2p penalty 

imposed by Cp and AIC. Because ln(n) > 2 for n 8, and because models are usually applied to data sets 

with more than 8 observations, BIC can more often lead to selection of simpler models than Cp or AIC, 

especially with large n in which case a large p usually occurs (Shibata 1976; Schwarz 1978; Katz 1981; 

Newman 1997). 

Group 2: likelihood ratio test, Cp statistic, R2a, F test, and t test. A problem with this group is that the 

decision about when to stop adding variables is somewhat arbitrary. In addition, the procedural choice of 

an a level is subjective. 

Group 3: R2p, least squares, and maximum likelihood. This group considers zoodness-of-fit alone and 

disregards model complexity. These model selection criteria cannot lead to selection of a model without 

judgments by the users and so are subjective. 

This study recommends the application of criteria from the first group for model selection because they 

account for all three principles of model selection. 

2.5 Discussion 

The working hypothesis of this study is that certain model selection criteria are more suitable in 

some situations, depending on the nature of the application. This hypothesis has been the subject of 

several published studies. The aspect of modeling that deals with representing reality has a philosophical 

basis. This is why the debate over the correct structure for model selection criteria is as much 

mathematical as it is philosophical. The mathematical issue engenders the principles of goodness-of-fit 

and parsimony whereas the philosophical concern is over the principle of objectivity. Goodness-of-fit has 
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been emphasized more than the other two principles. Parsimony has become increasingly a concern in the 

recent past. Objectivity has been a forgotten issue until very recently. The relative importance of goodness-

of-fit versus parsimony versus objectivity is illustrated by Table 1. All the listed model selection criteria 

account for eoodness-of-fit, a few ignore parsimony, and objectivity has had the least regard. 

The issue of objectivity versus subjectivity in statistical inference is a philosophical one. 

Scientists are engaged in studying real systems that exist independently of their thoughts and beliefs. 

Therefore, yielding to subjective beliefs will tend to distort our perception of reality. Statistical inference 

consists of classical and Bayesian methods that provide population parameter estimation on which 

inferences about the population are based. The classical methods provide objective inferences based on 

relative frequencies obtained from sampling the population. The Bayesian methods utilize knowledge, 

possibly subjective, of prior probability distributions of the population parameters together with sampling 

data (Walpole and Myers 1985, pp. 248,249). The Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC) was derived to be 

independent of prior probabilities (Schwarz 1978) hence the philosophical argument that prior 

probabilities are subjective (see section 2.2) does not apply to the BIC. 

The three principles of model selection indicate that the Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) and 

the Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC) should be preferred over the more frequently used criteria. 

Nevertheless, the debate between the proponents of AIC and BIC over which criterion is superior indicates 

a limitation in the approach used here to compare these two criteria. Despite our conclusion that puts AIC 

and BIC on the same level, different results can be generated by applications of AIC and BIC to the same 

modeling problem. 

Kass and Raftery (1995) propose the application of BIC for model selection rather than AIC or 

the other sienificance tests such as F test, t test, etc. Their main argument aeainst the more frequently 

used significance tests is that these tests were developed for hypothesis testing, which always involves only 

two hypotheses, a null and an alternative. However, in model selection, the number of competing models 

is infinite and the notion of null versus alternative models is not well defined in this context. The infinity 

of competing models gives rise to another level of difficulty in model selection, viz., model uncertainty. It 

is a consensus among the proponents of the Bayesian approach that the treatment of model uncertainty 

necessitates the existence of prior probabilities. Kass and Raftery note that application of BIC may provide 

the same results as the frequently used significance tests when sample size is within the range of 20-100. 

Kass and Raftery list several studies, including Shibata (1976) and Katz (1981), that have concluded the 

tendency of AIC to select models with larger numbers of parameters and the tendency of BIC to favor 

simpler models. 

Newman (1997) supports the claim that BIC is preferable to AIC and asserts the tendency of BIC 

to yield more conservative models than AIC. Newman observes that BIC has a tendency to produce more 

precise parameter estimates. 
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Ramsey and Schafer (1997) compare Cp, BIC, and F test in a simulation study that involves 

variable selection for nested linear regression models. The F test is used in conjunction with stepwise 

methods. Two case studies are explored: the first deals with finding new predictor variables not yet 

considered in the model, and the second involves selecting the best subset of predictor variables given the 

full model. They rank the tested model selection criteria according to their abilities to select the correct 

model form and conclude that BIC most frequently leads to the selection of the correct model form, 

followed by the Cp criterion and then the F test. 

Murtaugh (1998) in a simulation study that involves variable selection for an ordinary linear 

regression model compares Cp, BIC, F test used in stepwise regression, and in a regression tree approach 

that used two kinds of pruning, one based on AIC and the other based on cross validation. Two kinds of 

predictor variables are generated: informative and noninformative. The tested model selection criteria are 

compared according to their capabilities to distinguish between informative and noninformative predictor 

variables, and the accuracy of their parameter estimation. Murtaugh concludes that the Cp, BIC, and F 

test tend to perform equally well in identifying the informative from the noninformative predictor 

variables, whereas the tree pruning approach performs poorly. Murtaugh notes also that the predictive 

accuracy tends be comparable between the Cp, BIC, and F test. The tendency of the BIC to be more 

conservative than its counterparts is apparent in Murtaugh's conclusion. However, Murtaugh also 

suggests that considering the costs of including noninformative predictor variables or omitting 

informative predictor variables can lead to larger models if the omission cost is high. Similarly, 

conservative models can be preferred if the inclusion cost is a concern. Murtaugh notes that all the model 

selection criteria contrasted in his study display decreasing effectiveness in choosing the correct model 

and making accurate prediction as the number of available predictor variables increases. 

The search for optimal model selection criteria tends to center around the Bayesian approach 

despite philosophical criticism against such an approach. Forster and Sober (1994) propose AIC over 

criteria based on a Bayesian approach. Their argument against Bayesianism is many-faceted. Only the 

argument against the credibility of prior probabilities, which is the basis of Bayesian statistics, is 

summarized here. Forster and Sober present their case with an example, which advances the point (well 

known among statisticians) that for any given set of data the goodness -of -fit of a parabolic relation is at 

least as great as that of its linear counterpart. The notion that a parabola is at least as good as a line could 

serve as a prior probability distribution so that by the Bayesian approach, one would always choose the 

parabolic relation over its linear counterpart. Nevertheless, how can the Bayesian approach account for the 

fact that scientists sometimes select the simpler linear relation. Forster and Sober note that BIC is not 

purely Bayesian and that their criticism of the Bayesian approach does not apply to the BIC. 

The lack of accountability for model uncertainty of the classical model selection criteria raised by 

the proponents of the Bayesian approach in its favor, justifies centering the effort for improving model 

selection around the Bayesian approach. Reducing the infinity of competing models to a feasible level can 
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only be accomplished with subjective prior knowledge. Objectivity cannot be totally disregarded, but 

because subjective knowledge is indispensable to the process of model building, objectivity should only be 

treated as a goal that advocates minimization rather than elimination of subjectivity. 

Sample size, as Kass and Raftery point out, can affect the results of applying model selection 

criteria. Small sample and large sample behavior of model selection criteria should be investigated more 

fully. Newman raises the issue of accuracy of parameter estimation. He points out that BIC tends to 

produce more precise parameter estimates than its counterparts. This can be a consequence of the 

tendency of BIC to favor small models (see section 2.2). Because accuracy of parameter estimation varies 

with the size of models and because different model selection criteria can favor different model sizes given 

the same modeling problem, a comparison of model selection criteria based on their choice of model size 

is an additional consideration. 

The point raised by Murtaugh on the cost of omitting informative predictor variables and the cost 

of including noninformative predictor variables provides a valid factor that this study does not consider. A 

simple model can very well be the "best" choice because it is costly to add more predictor variables despite 

the better fit that a larger model can provide. Murtaugh also discusses the tendency of different model 

selection criteria to produce different results due to the availability of the number ofpredictor variables. 

This number is measurable in most situations and therefore should be included as a factor in deciding 

between model selection criteria. 

2.6 Applications of Model Selection Criteria in Fisheries Science 

The application of different model selection criteria to fisheries models is in its early stage. The 

more commonly used model selection criteria in fisheries have been the log likelihood and the various 

forms of the coefficient of determination, which are normally used in conjunction with the F test or t test. 

The application of AIC and BIC in fisheries modeling is still very much in its infancy. 

The model selection criteria used in fitting biomass dynamic models have been the coefficient of 

determination (R2p) and its adjusted version (R2a), derived using sum of squares obtained from least 

squares regression. Biomass dynamic models consider the dynamics of closed (no immigration or 

emigration) fish stocks in terms of their biomass, without regard to size or age structure of the stocks. 

Biomass changes from one fishing season to the next through recruitment and growth in weight of 

individuals already in the fishery, less mortality due to natural causes and fishing, all ofwhich might be 

influenced by environmental factors. When examining the importance of different environmental 

variables, the best model is theoretically the model with the highest R2p or R2a, whichever one is used. 

However, in practice, the process of model selection is not simple. A common problem is the lack of 

contrast in fisheries data due to the fact that stock size steadily decreases as a fishery develops and there 
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can be numerous potential predictor variables that exhibit simultaneous one-way trends. As a 

consequence, the coefficient of determination is usually high and indifferent among competing models. 

The problems of the model selection process in stock-recruitment models are similar to those 

presented above for biomass dynamic models. Stock-recruitment models describe the effect of the parental 

stock density (the primary predictor variable) on recruitment (the response variable). Stock and 

recruitment are often measured in numbers, weight, or egg production. The tendency to add auxiliary 

information, such as measurements of environmental factors, and thereby increase the number of 

parameters and complexity is a common feature for all kinds of fisheries models. Therefore, the possible 

benefits that can be gained by incorporating model selection criteria that account for model complexity are 

as likely for biomass dynamic models as they are for stock-recruitment models. 

Model selection has been studied in mark-recapture models more than any other class of fisheries 

models. The mark-recapture models use information on the rates of recapture of marked fish to compute 

the rate of exploitation and the population size, which are the two parameters that are often of great 

interest to fisheries managers. Other important estimates usually recovered from mark-recapture models 

are the population survival rate and the rate of recruitment to the population. Among these types of 

estimates, the one that mark-recapture is mostly involved with is population size. Often in mark-recapture 

experiments the competing models are non-nested. AIC has been widely used in mark-recapture 

experiments for model selection because of its applicability to non-nested models (Hilborn et al. 1995 and 

the literature cited therein). It has been found useful in mark-recapture modeling to start the process of 

model selection with a general model that has many parameters and a flexible structure to assure the 

inclusion of the "true" model. The size of the model is then reduced using various statistical measures 

such as AIC (Lebreton et al. 1992, Hilborn et al. 1995, and the references cited therein). 

The age-structured models form the most diverse class of models among all fisheries stock 

assessment models. Most age-structured models are based on the catch equation and the exponential 

survival model. The origin of age-structured models is the idea that the size of a cohort when it enters the 

fishery can be approximated by the sum of the catches removed from that cohort during the years it is 

vulnerable to the fishery plus allowances for fish that die of natural causes (Megrey 1989). Each year the 

total catch in numbers or biomass is estimated by sampling a portion of the total landings and taking 

measurements of fish weight and age composition. 

The current state of the art in the development of age-structured models allows users to 

incorporate information other than catch-at-age data, including indices of abundance based on catch per 

unit effort, population biomass estimates from acoustic or research surveys, and biological information 

from sampling the catch (e.g., fecundity-at-age, weight-at-age, and length-at-age). Very general 

mathematical models. such as the Stock Synthesis program (Methot 1990) have been developed. The 

generality of these programs provides the analyst with a realm of competing models and the formidable 

task of selecting the best possible candidate. Picking an incorrect model, in particular one that is overly 
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optimistic about the size of the stock, can result in excessive catch quotas and be devastating to the health 

of the stock (Dupont 1983; Schnute 1985). The process of model selection in age-structured models 

therefore should be given high priority. 

The Stock Synthesis program (Methot 1990) is structured to simultaneously analyze time series 

data on catch biomass. age (or size) composition and effort from multiple fisheries, and abundance and 

age composition from multiple surveys. This program accommodates ageing precision, ageing bias, and 

conversion of age to length by incorporating transition matrices that generate the expected distribution of 

the observed age given the model's estimate of the true age composition. The deviation between 

observations and the model's expected values are measured in terms of log-likelihood. Parameter estimates 

are based on the total log-likelihood, which is just the sum of the log-likelihood values of the individual 

components of the model. The Stock Synthesis program does not include any formal mechanism for 

model selection. 

lane Ili and Ito (1991) use the Stock Synthesis program to assess the status of the stock of Pacific 

ocean perch off Alaska. For model selection, they use a likelihood ratio test on two alternative models, a 

full model and a reduced version of the full model. The likelihood ratio test determines whether to retain 

all the parameters included in the full model or to omit those excluded by the reduced version. The 

procedure is executed in a manner similar to stepwise linear regression. 

The likelihood ratio test can be applied only to nested models. Nested models consist of a 

complex alternative that can only be simplified by either equating or dropping parameters from it. The 

Stock Synthesis program can consider alternative models that are non-nested in which case only AIC or 

BIC can be applied. Application of the more complete AIC and BIC to model building by the Stock 

Synthesis program can improve accuracy and precision of the program. 
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Chapter 3 

THE APPLICATION OF STATISTICAL MODEL SELECTION CRITERIA TO THE STOCK  
SYNTHESIS ASSESSMENT PROGRAM  

3.1 Introduction 

The Stock Synthesis program (Methot 1990) adapts the methods of Fournier and Archibald 

(1982) and Deriso et al. (1985) to reconstruct the demographic history of a fish stock from observed 

changes in age distributions of the catch coupled with auxiliary information such as survey indices of 

stock abundance. A major strength of the Stock Synthesis program is its ability to handle large amounts 

and different kinds of data. The Stock Synthesis program is very flexible with respect to the underlying 

population dynamics models and to the number of parameters it can estimate. However, conducting a 

stock assessment using the Stock Synthesis program can be very complicated and tedious, as implied in 

Methot (1989), Ianelli and Ito (1991), Sampson (1993), Sampson and Stewart (1994), Ianelli et al. (1995), 

and Sampson (1996). 

The Stock Synthesis program is structured to simultaneously analyze time series data on catch 

biomass, age (or size) composition, and effort from multiple fisheries, and abundance and age composition 

data from multiple surveys. Hilborn and Walters (1992) stated that the Stock Synthesis program "is 

probably the most sophisticated method for dealing with catch-at-age and other data in a single 

computational framework." This program accommodates ageing precision, ageing bias, and conversion of 

age to length by incorporating transition matrices that generate the expected distribution of the observed 

age given the model's estimate of the true age composition. The deviations between observations and the 

model's expected values are measured in terms of log-likelihood. In the process of applying the Stock 

Synthesis program the users typically take into consideration the total log-likelihood, which measures the 

eoodness-of-fit of the model to the observed data and which is the sum of the log-likelihood values of the 

individual components of the model. The Stock Synthesis program does not include any formal 

mechanism for selecting. an appropriate model structure, however. Users will select a more complex model 

structure if there is a reasonably large increase in the total log-likelihood. 

The model selection process as the Stock Synthesis program is usually applied overlooks two 

fundamental concerns in modeling: the process is overly subjective; and it does not account for model 

complexity, so the chosen model can easily be overparameterized (Ianelli and Ito 1991). 

Overparameterization occurs when a model has more parameters than the data can support, i.e., a 

comparable goodness-of-fit as attained by the chosen model can be achieved with a simpler alternative. 

Redundant parameters use up degrees of freedom and reduce the precision of the estimated parameters. In 

current practice there is considerable subjectivity in setting up the Stock Synthesis program for the 
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analysis of a particular data set. The application of the Stock Synthesis program to fisheries stock 

assessment would be greatly facilitated by having available objective techniques for judging between 

alternative formulations of the model. 

The objective of this study is to evaluate whether applications of the Stock Synthesis program can 

be improved by incorporating statistical model selection criteria that are more objective and that also 

account for model complexity. Schwarz's Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC) (Schwarz 1978; Akaike 

1983; Lebreton et al. 1992; Forster and Sober 1994; Kass and Raftery 1995; Raftery et al. 1995; Newman 

1996; Ramsey and Schafer 1997; and the references cited in these documents) and the Akaike Information 

Criterion (AIC) (Akaike 1973, 1974, 1977, 1983, 1985; Stone 1976; Matsumiya 1990; Lebreton et al. 

1992; Yamakawa et al. 1994; Forster and Sober 1994; Raftery et al. 1995; Hilborn et al. 1995; Newman 

1996) are two model selection criteria that have gained support in the recent literature. BIC and AIC both 

have desirable features: they measure goodness-of-fit but penalize model complexity, and they are fully 

objective. The capability of the Stock Synthesis program to accommodate large data sets with complex 

structure makes it an ideal candidate for the application and testing of statistical model selection criteria. 

In this study, BIC and AIC are applied to the process of building a stock assessment model with the Stock 

Synthesis program. On the basis of Monte Carlo simulation experiments, BIC and AIC are evaluated and 

compared to each other and to a simpler criterion based only on the log-likelihood generated by the Stock 

Synthesis program. 

3.2 Overview of the Stock Synthesis Program and Methodology 

The Stock Synthesis program uses deterministic equations to model the dynamics of an age-

structured stock. In these equations, y is an index for time (e.g. years. quarters) and a is an index for age. 

Fish survivorship is assumed to follow an exponential decay function, 

N(y +1,a + 1) = N (y.a) exp[Z(y,a)] (3.1) 

where N(y,a) is the number of age a fish in year y, and Z(y,a) is the total instantaneous mortality rate of 

age a fish in year y, 

Z(y,) = M + F(y,a) (3.2) 

where M is instantaneous rate of natural mortality, which the Stock Synthesis program can accommodate 

as a constant or as age- or time-dependent, and F(y,a) is the instantaneous fishing mortality rate in year v 

on age a fish. 

F(y,a) = E(y) S(a) (3.3) 
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where E(y) is the fishing mortality rate in year y for fully available ages and S(a) is the selectivity for fish 

of age a. Fully selected ages are those ages for which S(a) is unity. The Stock Synthesis program allows 

several flexible representations of selectivity. One common form is the double-logistic function. 

S(a) = si(a).s2(a) I max (3.4) 

1 (3.5)sl(a) 1+ exp[bi (a t1)] 

1 (3.6)s2(a) 1+ exp[b2 (a t2)] 

where bl and ti are respectively the slope and the inflection age for the ascending portion of the curve, b2 

and /2 are respectively the slope and the inflection age for the descending portion of the curve, and max is 

the maximum of the product of s1 and s2 over the range of ages in the modeled stock. A dome-shaped 

selectivity function is attained by restricting the parameter b2 to be non-zero. When b2 is zero, the 

selectivity function is described as being asymptotic. The number of fish in the oldest (terminal, 7) age 

class is given by 

N(y,T) = N (y 1,T) expH M + S(T) - E(y 1))] 
(3.7)

+N (y 1,T 1)- exp[(M + S(T 1) E(y 1))] 

The catch in numbers of age a fish in year y is given by  

N(y,a) S(a) E(y) 
C(y,a) {1 exp[(M + S(a) E(y)]} (3.8) 

M + S(a) E(y) 

The yield of age a fish in year y is given by 

Y(y,a) =1,C(y,a).W(a) (3.9) 
a 

where W(a) denotes the average weight of age a fish in the fishery. The Stock Synthesis program can 

accommodate weights at age that are time-dependent. The total catch biomass in year y is given by 

(3.10)Y(Y) = I Y(Y-a) 
a 

The Stock Synthesis program assumes that the data for catch biomass are measured with perfect 

accuracy. The Synthesis program adjusts the estimates for E(y) so that the estimate of total catch biomass 

matches the observed total catch biomass. 

The Stock Synthesis program, as with all catch at age methods, requires auxiliary information for 

tuning the analysis in the form of independent survey indices of stock biomass or numerical abundance, or 

data series for fishing effort or catch per unit effort (Megrey 1989, and the literature cited therein). If 

survey biomass data are used and the survey is conducted at the beginning of the year, the expected value 

of the survey biomass index is given by 

E[13' (y)] = N(y,a) W' (a) S' (a) (3.11) 
a 
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where Q' denotes the survey catchability coefficient, lir(a) is the average fish weight at age a in the 

survey, and S'(a) is the survey selectivity coefficient for age a fish. If fishing effort data (f) are used, the 

expected value of the effort is related to the rate of fishing mortality by 

(3.12)= Q. Er f (Y)1 

where Q denotes the fishery catchability coefficient. 

The fitting process of the Stock Synthesis program is based on maximizing the value of the 

likelihood function for a set of parameters that define the population structure and dynamics, given all the 

available data. The user can instruct the program to either fix or estimate anyof the parameters. Because 

there are many different data types, the total log-likelihood (TotL) consists of several components [LW], 

each of which is attributed to particular data types and model assumptions. Because different data types 

can be subject to different levels of observational error, it remains for the user to assign weighting 

coefficients [e(i)] to the individual components. 
(3.13)TotL = L(i) e(i) 

For simple random samples of fish from either the fishery or the survey, if age determination is 

assumed to be exact then the age composition data are distributed as multinomial random variables and 

the log-likelihood component for these data is given by 

L() J {P(y,a).1o2(E[P(y,a)]) P(y,a),log[P(y,a)]} (3.14) 
y  a 

where J(y) is the sample size for year y, P(y,a) is the observed proportion at age a in the sample for year y, 

and E[P(y,a)] is the true proportion at age a in the sample for year v. Examination of equation (14) 

reveals that if P(y,a) equals E[P(y,a)] then LO equals zero. 

If the survey biomass estimates are lognormally distributed, then the likelihood component for 

these data is given by 

{log(B'(y) / E[B'(y)]) I crS(y)} 2 log[erS(Y)] (3.15)L() = I- 1

V 2 

where B'(y) is the observed survey biomass estimate in year y and E[B'(y)] is its expected value, and 6S(y) 

is the true. log-scale standard deviation for these data 

(3.16)o-S (y) = VIlog(1 + cvS 2 ( y))] 

and cvS 2 (y) is the true, arithmetic-scale coefficient of variation of the survey biomass estimate in year y. 

If the fishing effort data are also lognormally distributed, then the log-likelihood component for 

these data is given by 

L() = I--1 
{log(f'(y) / E[f '(Y)])/crF} 2 log(6F) (3.17) 

Y 
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where f (y) is the observed survey effort estimate in year y and ET (v)] is its expected value, and OF is the 

true, log-scale standard deviation for these data 

(3.18)= V[log(1 + cvF2)] 

and cvF is the true, arithmetic-scale coefficient of variation for the fishing effort series. 

The Stock Synthesis program needs initial estimates for the given set of parameters, which can 

come from prior estimates or from trial and error. 

3.3 Statistical Model Selection 

Statistical model selection is a process designed to identify the optimal model from a setof 

competing models that are assumed to have different degrees of credibility. The selection process has two 

stages: selecting a functional form that relates the response variable(s) to the predictor variables through 

some corresponding measurable parameters; and estimating the model parameters. In practice, these two 

stages are often merged and a single process is used to select the specific model (Hilborn and Walters 

1992). As a consequence, many of the statistical criteria that have been devised to aid in model selection 

are based solely on their effectiveness at fitting the data (goodness-of-fit), which is the task of the second 

stage in the model selection process. By skipping the stage ofselecting a model form, these criteria ignore 

the role of model complexity in the model selection process. 

The concept of goodness-of-fit refers to the ability of a model to reproduce a given set of data. 

Goodness-of-fit is often measured using the techniques of least squares and maximum likelihood (Mood et 

al. 1974, Hilborn and Walters 1992). Model complexity is measured by the number of parameters 

included in a model. Criteria that account for model complexity must include the number of parameters 

(p) in their formulations, with increases in p acting as a penalty for increasing complexity (Ramsey and 

Schafer 1997). 
Many frequently used criteria for model selection, including variations of the coefficient of 

determination, take no account of model complexity. The F test and the likelihood ratio test account for 

model complexity but both tests can only be applied to nested models. The Cp statistic accounts for model 

complexity but only applies when the fitting method is least squares. BIC and AIC account for model 

complexity and have their roots in the method of maximum likelihood and are easy to apply to non-nested 

models. A simple model is nested in a more complex model only if the former is a result of either equating 

or dropping parameters from the latter. The experimental portion of this study consists of two parts, one 

experiment with nested models and one with non-nested models. To keep these two parts on the same 

basis. I examined only applications of the BIC and AIC model selection criteria because of their general 

applicability to both nested and non-nested models. 
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3.3.1 Maximum Likelihood 

The method of maximum likelihood is a technique for parameter estimation and not for model 

selection. It is the method the Stock Synthesis program uses to select the best set of parameter values. 

Also, both BIC and AIC use maximum likelihood values to evaluate alternative model forms. Suppose the 

probability density function of Y, g(X, 8), involves a set of predictor variables X and a set of parameters, 0. 

Yr,, the joint probability distribution function ofFor a given sample of independent observations Y1, Y2, 

the sample 

(3.19)L(0) = fl g(Xj,0)
=1 

is the likelihood function. Those parameter values, 8, that maximize L(0) are maximum likelihood 

estimates. In practice, the log-likelihood function [lnL(61)] is used more often than L(0) because the 

former is much easier to work with and both functions are maximized at the same values of 6. The 

log-likelihood function is defined as 

(3.20)In L(6) = in[g ( xi ,e)]  
i=1  

3.3.2 Schwarz's Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC) 

The Bayesian Information Criterion (Schwarz 1978; Akaike 1983; Lebreton et al. 1992; Forster 

and Sober 1994; Kass and Raftery 1995; Raftery et al. 1995; Newman 1996; Ramsey and Schafer 1997; 

and the references cited in these documents) is usually defined as 

BIC = 21n(max.likelihood) + p ln(n) (3.21) 

where p is the number of estimated parameters and n is the observed number of data points. The observed 

number of data points, n, is the number of observed survey index values plus the number of observed 

fishing effort values plus the number of age classes in the observed survey and fishery age composition 

data sets. 
BIC measures goodness-of-fit in terms of log-likelihood and penalizes models with large 

numbers of parameters. For model selection using. BIC one seeks for the model that minimizes equation 

(3.21). 
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3.3.3 Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) 

The Akaike Information Criterion ( Akaike 1973, 1974, 1977. 1983. 1985; Stone 1977; 

Matsumiya 1990; Lebreton et al. 1992; Yamakawa et al. 1994; Forster and Sober 1994; Kass and Raftery 

1995; Hilborn et al. 1995; Newman 1996) is a product of integrating a measure of goodness-of-fit and 

model selection in one function. AIC is usually defined as 
(3.22)AIC = 21n(max. likelihood) + 2p 

AIC accounts for goodness-of-fit in terms of log-likelihood and penalizes increasing model complexity by 

adding twice the number of parameters, p. For model selection using AIC one seeks for the model with the 

least AIC value. 

Based on my review of the literature (Chapter 2), the Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC) and 

Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) seem preferable to other model selection criteria because of their 

ability to measure the predictive power of a model by simultaneously accounting for goodness -of -fit and 

model complexity. Furthermore. BIC and AIC can be applied to non-nested models (Kass and Raftery 

1995, Hilborn et al. 1995). Despite their similarities, the BIC and AIC equations [(3.21) and (3.22)] are 

not equivalent and therefore can generate different results when applied to the same data set and modeling 

problem. 

3.4 Methods 

The Stock Synthesis program can be configured to allow a wide variety ofsimplifications that 

reduce the number of unknown parameters. Two sets of configurations wereinvestigated here. In the first, 

the initial age composition of the stock was assumed to be in equilibrium with some constant level of 

historic recruitment and fishing. This was contrasted with a more complex model in which the stock was 

not initially at equilibrium (see Fig. 3.1). In the second set of configurations, the stock was assumed to 

experience age-dependent rates of instantaneous natural mortality that was coupled with an asymptotic 

fishery selectivity function. This was contrasted with a more complex stock that had a constant rate of 

natural mortality coupled with a domed selectivity function (see Fig. 3.2). 

Initial age composition is determined by historic recruitment and historic rates ofinstantaneous 

total mortality (natural mortality plus fishing mortality). In the first set ofconfigurations, the non-

equilibrium assumption implies variable historic recruitment and variable historic rates of instantaneous 

total mortality. The initial age composition is at equilibrium if both the historic recruitment and the age 

specific instantaneous total mortality have been constant. The simpler model (equilibrium age 

composition) is nested within the more complex model because the simpler version is obtained by setting 
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the historic recruitment values to a single value and by setting the historic mortality coefficients also to a 

single value. 

The second set of configurations simultaneously manipulates the rate of natural mortality and 

fishery selectivity, where the latter is given by a double logistic function. Both configurations attempt to 

account for a relative absence of older fish in the catch. In the simpler model there is increased natural 

mortality with age, whereas in the more complex model there is decreased selection for older fish. Both 

mechanisms were proposed as explanations for the lack of older females in recent assessments of the stock 

of canary rockfish off Oregon and Washington (Sampson and Stewart 1994; Sampson 1996). 

The simple model has three special free parameters, one for the age- dependent natural mortality 

function and two for the asymptotic fishery selectivity function. The age-dependent natural mortality 

schedule imposes a linear trend in the natural mortality rate at ages greater than a transition age. The 

natural mortality rate at younger ages and the transition age are assumed known, but the mortality rate at 

older ages is unknown. The single free parameter assigned for the age-dependent natural mortality 

function accounts for the unknown natural mortality rate at older ages. The two free parameters for the 

asymptotic selectivity account for the inflection age and the slope of the ascendingportion of the curve. 

The complex model has a known constant rate of natural mortality but four unknown parameters for the 

domed selectivity function. The four special free parameters account for the inflection age and the slope of 

each of the ascending and descending portions of the curve. The difference in the number of parameters 

between the simple model and the complex alternative is one. Constant natural mortality can be obtained 

by equating the natural mortality parameters for young and old fishes in the age-dependent mortality 

function. The former is therefore nested in the latter. Similarly, the asymptotic selectivity function is 

obtained by dropping the inflection aee from the 
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Figure 3.1. The alternative scenarios of the first experiment: equilibrium versus non-equilibrium 
initial age composition. 
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Figure 3.2	 The alternative scenarios of the second experiment: age- dependent natural mortality 
coupled with an asymptotic selectivity function versus constant natural mortality coupled 
with a domed selectivity function. 
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second segment of the domed selectivity function and equating the slope of the second segment to zero. 

The asymptotic selectivity function is therefore nested in the domed selectivity function. The models for 

the second set of configurations are non-nested, however, because in the simpler version the age-

dependent natural mortality function is not nested in the constant natural mortality function, which is a 

feature of the more complex alternative. 

Random data sets were generated for the two sets of configurations using two C++ programs 

developed by Mr. Yanshui Yin of the Department of Fisheries and Wildlife at Oregon State University. 

The underlying equations of the Stock Synthesis program were reproduced in the first program to simulate 

the dynamics of an age-structured population. The second program produced random replicate data sets 

corresponding to the population generated by the first program. The random data sets were then analyzed 

by the Stock Synthesis program, first assuming the correctly specified model structure and then assuming 

the incorrect alternative. I applied the BIC and AIC model selection criteria as well as the simpler 

maximum likelihood criterion to the log-likelihood values output by the Stock Synthesis program and 

determined whether these three criteria led to choosing the correct model or the incorrect counterpart. The 

correct model specification may not produce the most accurate model predictions. To evaluate the 

accuracy of estimates based on the three selection criteria I calculated the average squared deviations of 

the Stock Synthesis estimates of ending stock biomass from the true values. The estimates of ending 

biomass are often of great interest to fishery managers because these estimates largely determine the 

magnitude of the next harvest quota. 

3.4.1 Stock Synthesis Configuration for this Study 

In this study, to keep the experiments simple I simulated a single fishery and a single survey. The 

fishery data consisted of annual total catch, age composition, and nominal fishing effort. The survey data 

consisted of annual stock biomass estimates and age composition. Both the fishery and the survey data 

were generated to be variable but unbiased. The individual data sets were generated to have the following 

properties: the catch biomass data were lognormally distributed with a 10% relative accuracy (on the 

arithmetic scale rather than logarithmic scale); the age composition data were multinomially distributed 

and were not subjected to age-reading errors; the fishing effort data were lognormally distributed with 

mean value equal to E/Q and a fixed coefficient of variation (cvF) for all years; the survey biomass data 

were lognormally distributed with mean Q'ENyaW. aS' a and a fixed coefficient of variation (cvS) for all 

years; and the weight at age data were generated in a deterministic manner using the following equation, 

W(a) = 0.0001* {10 *[1 exp(-0.2 * a)])3 (3.23) 
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The Stock Synthesis program was configured to assume that individual data sets had the following 

properties: the age composition data were multinomial random variables and did not have aee-reading 

errors; the fishing effort data were lognormally distributed and the program was given the true log -scale 

standard deviation for these data (aF); the survey biomass estimates were lognormally distributed and the 

program was given the true log -scale standard deviation for these data (aS); the survey selectivity function 

was asymptotic; and weight at age data were exact. 

For the lognormal data the mean and the variance on the arithmetic scale (E[Y], MD and the 

log scale (p, a2) were related by the following: 

E(Y) exp(p + 1/ 2 *a2) (3.24) 

V(Y) = exp(2 *,u + o-2) *[exp(a2) 1] (3.25) 

i.e., the lognormal random data were generated in a manner that accounted for logarithmic transformation 

bias. 

In all of the generated data sets the simulated fish stocks were subjected to an instantaneous rate 

of fishing mortality of 0.07/yr during the first year, with E increasing a fixed amount at the start of each 

year thereafter. The true fishery catchability coefficient and the true survey catchability coefficient were 

constant throughout each simulated period (E[Q] = 0.003, E[Q'] = 0.1). There was no sexual dimorphism 

in the simulated stock. 
Errorless data were generated and analyzed by the Stock Synthesis program to verify that the 

demographic equations used by the simulator were the same as those of the Stock Synthesis program. The 

true parameter values were provided as the initial values with which the Stock Synthesis program began 

its iterative search for the set of maximum likelihood parameter estimates. 

3.4.2 Experimental Design 

Two experiments were conducted to explore the two sets of configurations described earlier: (1) 

equilibrium versus non-equilibrium aee composition and; (2) age-dependent natural mortality coupled 

with an asymptotic fishery selectivity function, versus constant natural mortality coupled with a domed 

fishery selectivity function. The experiments were designed to measure the probability that a particular 

model selection criterion would choose the correct model structure and to measure the accuracy of the 

ending biomass estimated by the chosen model. The model selection criteria that were evaluated were 

AIC. BIC. and the maximum log likelihood criterion. The effectiveness of a given model selection 

criterion may depend on the demographic characteristics of the stock. The experiments were designed to 

examine the effects of four factors on the performance of the model selection criteria: the levels of natural 
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mortality, the trend in fishing mortality. recruitment variability, and the sampling precision of the survey 

and fishery data. 
To keep these experiments simple, only two levels (low and high) of each of these four factors (or 

24= 16 treatment combinations) were examined (Table 3.1). The four factors (and their low and high 

levels) were: (1) Data Variability, which included the size of the annual age composition samples (400 

versus 100 fish per year per sample), the coefficient of variation of the annual fishing effort data (20% 

versus 80%, arithmetic scale), and the coefficient of variation of the annual survey biomass estimates 

(20% versus 80%, arithmetic scale); (2) Recruitment Variability, which included three recruitment 

sequences with the same mean (a constant sequence and two variable sequences, one with low and one 

with high coefficients of variation); (3) Natural Mortality, which included the rate of natural mortality 

(0.2 versus 0.4/yr) and the number of years in the data series (8 years for M = 0.4/yr versus 16 years for M 

= 0.2/yr); and (4) Fishing Mortality Trend, which was the annual increase in the rate of fishing mortality 

(0.01 versus 0.03/yr). The second experiment, which included an age-dependent function for natural 

mortality, required a minimum M, a maximum M, and a transition age where M began changing linearly. 

At the low Natural Mortality level the natural mortality parameters were set at Mmin = 0.2, Mmax = 0.4 

and a transition age of 12. At the high Natural Mortality level the parameters were set at Mmin = 0.4. 

Mmax = 0.6 and a transition age of 6. 

Each experiment required creating two stock populations for each treatment combination (2 x 16 

= 32 stocks) to obtain the two contrasting scenarios (Fig. 3.3). For each stock, 60 random replicates were 

generated (32 x 60 = 1920 experimental units). Each experimental unit was analyzed twice using the 

Stock Synthesis program, one time assuming the stock's correct structural specification and the other time 

assuming the incorrect alternative. Then I applied the model selection criteria and recorded the number of 

times the correct model structure was chosen and the average squared deviation from the true ending 

biomass of the estimated ending biomass (the mean squared error, MSE) for whichever model structure 

was chosen, averaged over the 60 replicates for each experimental treatment, 

MSE = --I(est.ending biomass true ending biomass)2 (3.26) 
60 

When the correct model structure was chosen, the deviation was measured as the difference between the 

true ending biomass and the ending biomass estimated by the correct model. When the incorrect model 

was chosen, the deviation came from the ending biomass estimated by the incorrect alternative model. 

This process was repeated for all three model selection criteria: maximum log-likelihood, BIC, and AIC. 

To standardize the MSE measures of accuracy I also calculated MSE values based only on the correct 

model. 
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Figure 3.3 Procedure Applied to each Experimental Treatment 

Step 1. Create a stock with correct structural specification. 

Step 2. Create random replicate data sets for the stock. 

Step 3. Analyze the random replicates using Stock Synthesis program and record the values for the total 
log-likelihood, the estimated and true ending biomass, the number of parameters, and the number 
of data points. 

Step 4. Repeat Step 3 assuming incorrect structural specification. 

Step 5. Use each model selection criterion to select between the correct and the incorrect model 
specifications. 

Step 6. For each random replicate and model selection criterion, calculate the difference between the true 
ending biomass and the estimated ending biomass from the selected model. 

Step 7. For each model selection criterion, record the number of times the correct model was selected and 
the average value of the squared difference between the true ending biomass and the estimated 
ending biomass from the selected model. 
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Table 3.1. Factorial Experimental Design. 

Factors: 

Data Variability Sample size for age composition (400 vs 100 fish), fishing effort variability 
(20% vs 80% CV), and survey biomass variability (20% vs 80% CV). 

Recruitment Variability Variability in the number of annual recruits (constant versus variable for both 
experiments,a except for the non-equilibrium age composition portion of 
Experiment 1, which compared two variable sequences with the same mean 
value but one sequence had low variability and the other had high.b A recruit 
was an age 4 fish if natural mortality was at the low level and was an age 2 fish 
otherwise. 

Fishing Mortality Trend Annual change in the instantaneous fishing mortality (0.01 vs 0.03/yr). 

Natural Mortality Instantaneous rate of natural mortality (0.2 vs 0.4/yr) and number of years of 
data (16 vs 8 yrs). For stocks with age-dependent natural mortality the low level 
of Natural Mortality had Mmin = 0.2, Mmax = 0.4, and a transition age of 12, 
and the high level of Natural Mortality had Mmin = 0.4, Mmax = 0.6. and a 

Treatment 

1 

2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12  

13 
14 
15 
16 

transition age of 6. 

Data Variability 

low  
low  
low  
low  
low  
low  
low  
low  
high  
high  
high  
high  
high  
high  
high  
high  

Recruitment  
Variability  

low  
low  
low  
low  
high  
high  
high  
high  
low  
low  
low  
low  
high  
high  
high  
high  

Fishing Mortality 

low 
low 
high 
high 
low 
low 
high 
high 
low 
low 
high 
high 
low 
low 
high 
high 

Natural Mortality 

low 
high 
low 
high 
low 

high 
low 
high 
low 
high 
low 
high 
low 
high 
low 
high 

a Constant recruitment: 2000. 
Variable recruitment: 2200, 2300, 1800, 1000, 1900, 2400, 1700, 1300, 2100, 2300, 3000, 2900, 

2800, 1400, 1700, 1200. 

b Low variability: 

High variability: 

2200, 2300, 1800, 1000, 1900, 2400. 1700, 1300, 2100. 2300, 3000, 2900, 
2800. 1400. 1700, 1200. 
4000. 800, 900, 2600. 700. 3200. 2100, 1200. 800, 3900, 2100. 1000, 2900, 
900, 2300, 2600. 
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For those portions of the experiment that produced variability in the results the methods of 

analysis of variance (ANOVA) were used to evaluate the importance of the four experimental factors 

(Data Variability, Recruitment Variability, Fishing Mortality Trend, Natural Mortality). The proportion of 

the replicates that resulted in selecting the correct model structure were transformed using the logit 

transformation and the ANOVA was then applied to the logit data, 

R; In (3.27)Y = ln( )
1 Ri 

where R, is the number of times the correct model structure was chosen for experimental treatment i and 

n, is the number of replicate trials, which was 60 in all cases. The following transformations were used for 

the extreme values of 1/(2n) was substituted for R; = 0; and 1- 1/(2n) was the substitution when R, = 

60. To examine the effects of the four experimental factors on the accuracy of the estimated ending 

biomass, ANOVA was applied to the ratio of the mean squared error (MSE) values from the selected 

models over the MSE for the correct model. 

For analyzing results from the first experiment I used the following ANOVA model 

(3.28)Y =V+R+F+M+VR+VF+VM+RF+RM+FM+ e 
where Y is the response variable (either the logit value or the MSE ratio); V, R, F, andM are the main 

effects (denoting. Data Variability, Recruitment Variability, Fishing Mortality Trend, andNatural 

Mortality respectively); and VR, VF, and so on are the two-way interactions. To increase the degrees of 

freedom associated with the error sum of squares in the ANOVA the three- and four-way interactions 

were assumed to be negligible and were left confounded with the error term (e). The following ANOVA 

model was used to analyze results from the second experiment 

Y = C +V + R + F + M + CV + CR + CF + CM +VR +VF +VM + RF + RM + FM + e 

(3.29) 

where C denotes the three model selection criteria (maximum log-likelihood, BIC, and AIC) and CV, CR, 

CF. and CM denote the two-way interactions between the model selection criteria and Data Variability, 

Recruitment Variability, Fishing Mortality Trend, and Natural Mortality respectively. 

3.5 Results 

The three model selection criteria, maximum log-likelihood, BIC, and AIC, were fairly similar in 

performance over the range of the experimental conditions that I examined. In the first experiment (Table 

3.2a), BIC slightly outperformed AIC in selecting the correct model form for the simpler scenario 

(equilibrium initial age composition) but the reverse occurred for the more complex scenario (non-

equilibrium initial age composition). BIC was markedly erroneous at the high level of Data Variability for 

the non-equilibrium stocks. The maximum log-likelihood criterion rarely selected the correct model form 
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for the equilibrium stocks but was perfect for the non-equilibrium stocks. The threemodel selection 

criteria were comparable in producing accurate estimates of the ending biomass except for a slight 

improvement for BIC and AIC for some of the equilibrium stocks (Table 3.2b). The factorsRecruitment 

Variability and Natural Mortality but not Fishing Mortality Trend produced significant (P<5%) main 

effects in selecting the correct model form for the non-equilibrium stocks 25 through 32 (Table 3.3a). 

There were no significant (P<5%) two-way interactions. BIC was more efficient at the high level of 

Recruitment Variability and the low level of Natural Mortality. Similar results were observed for the 

accuracy of ending biomass estimates (Table 3.3b) except that the Recruitment Variability factor was not 

significant (P<5%). 

In the second experiment (Table 3.4a), the three model selection criteria were almost perfect in 

selecting the correct model form for the simpler scenario (age-dependent natural mortality coupled with 

asymptotic selectivity), but differed somewhat for the more complex scenario (constant natural mortality 

coupled with domed selectivity), the maximum log-likelihood outperformed AIC, which outperformed 

BIC in selecting the correct model form. The three selection criteria were essentially equivalent in 

producing accurate estimates of the ending biomass (Table 3.4b). For the more complex scenario the 

formal analysis of the model form selections (Table 3.5a) confirmed the 
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Table 3.2a.	 Experiment 1, equilibrium versus non-equilibrium initial aee composition. selection of 
model structure. 

Factors: 
Data Variability; 
Recruitment Variability; 
Fishing Mortality Trend; 
Natural Mortality; 
Model Selection Criterion (log-likelihood, AIC. BIC); 

Cell entries are the number of times the criterion picked the correct model form in 60 trials. 

Experimental Treatments Number of Replicates Chosen with 
the Correct Model Form 

Stock Data Recruitment Fishing Natural log AIC BIC 
Variability Variability Mortality Mortality Likelihood 

Simpler: Equilibrium Initial Age composition 
1 low low low low 0 59 60 
2 low low low high 2 60 60 
3 low low high low 0 59 60 
4 low low high high 1 59 60 
5 low high low low 0 60 60 
6 low high low high 0 59 60 
7 low high high low 0 59 60 
8 low high high high 3 59 60 
9 high low low low 1 60 60 
10 high low low high 4 59 60 
11 high low high low 0 60 60 
12 high low high high 3 56 60 
13 high high low low 0 60 60 
14 high high low high 0 59 60 
15 high high high low 0 60 60 
16 high high high high 0 59 60 

More Complex: Non-Equilibrium Initial Age composition 
17 low low low low 60 60 60 
18 low low low high 60 60 60 
19 low low high low 60 60 60 
20 low low high high 60 60 60 
21 low high low low 60 60 60 
22 low high low high 60 60 60 
23 low high high low 60 60 60 
24 low high high high 60 60 60 
25 high low low low 60 60 56 
26 high low low high 60 60 46 
27 high low high low 60 60 50 
28 high low high high 60 60 47 
29 high high low low 60 60 60 
30 high high low high 60 60 57 
31 high high high low 60 60 60 
32 high high high high 60 60 59 
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Table 3.2b. Experiment 1, equilibrium versus non-equilibrium initial age composition, accuracy of 
estimated ending biomass. 

Factors: 
Data Variability; 
Recruitment Variability; 
Fishing Mortality Trend; 
Natural Mortality; 
Model Selection Criterion (log-likelihood, AIC, BIC); 

Cell entries are the values of the mean squared error (in millions) of the estimated ending 
biomass from true ending biomass in 60 trials. 

Experimental Treatment Mean Squared Error (est. ending biomass 
true ending biomass) 

Stock Data Recruitment Fishing Natural log AIC BIC Correct 
Variability Variability Mortality Mortality Likelihood Model 

Simpler: Equilibrium Initial Age Composition 
1 low low low low 17.25 14.78 14.77 14.77 
2 low low low high 1.60 1.76 1.76 1.76 
3 low low high low 3.75 3.75 3.69 3.69 
4 low low high high 0.38 0.36 0.36 0.36 
5 low high low low 31.60 30.48 30.48 30.48 
6 low high low high 4.46 4.15 4.11 4.11 
7 low high high low 10.84 10.83 10.84 10.84 
8 low high high high 0.47 0.44 0.44 0.44 
9 
10 

high 
high 

low 
low 

low 
low 

low 
high 

34.66 
4.60 

33.50 
3.45 

33.50 
3.42 

33.50 
3.42 

11 
12 

high 
high 

low 
low 

high 
high 

low 
high 

6.19 
0.70 

5.95 
0.62 

5.95 
0.60 

5.95 
0.60 

13 
14 

high 
high 

high 
high 

low 
low 

low 
high 

95.82 
6.81 

74.50 
8.81 

74.50 
8.80 

74.50 
8.80 

15 
16 

high 
high 

high 
high 

high 
high 

low 
high 

19.50 
3.20 

19.92 
3.15 

19.92 
3.16 

19.92 
3.16 

More Complex: Non-Equilibrium Initial Age composition 
17 low low low low 18.53 18.53 18.53 18.53 
18 low low low high 2.22 2.22 2.22 2.22 
19 low low high low 4.92 4.92 4.92 4.92 
20 low low high high 0.45 0.45 0.45 0.45 
21 low high low low 16.00 16.00 16.00 16.00 
22 low high low high 1.60 1.60 1.60 1.60 
23 low high high low 3.59 3.59 3.59 3.59 
24 low high high high 0.46 0.46 0.46 0.46 
25 high low low low 27.50 27.50 27.62 27.50 
26 high low low high 3.42 3.42 3.93 3.42 
27 high low high low 7.33 7.33 7.12 7.33 
28 high low high high 0.51 0.51 0.62 0.51 
29 high high low low 198.61 198.61 198.61 198.61 

30 high high low high 10.24 10.24 10.73 10.24 
31 high high high low 31.31 31.31 22.99 31.31 

32 high high high high 2.82 2.82 2.90 2.82 
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Table 3.3a. Experiment 1. non-equilibrium age composition, ANOVA of selection for the correct 
model structure. Stocks 25-32 only. 

Source 
Rec_Var 
F_Trend 
Nat_Mort 
Rec_Var*F_Trend 
Rec_Var*Nat_Mort 
F_Trend*Nat_Mort 
Error 
Total 

DF 
1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

7 

SS 
7.126 
0.555 
5.473 
0.007 
1.178 
0.000 
0.661 

14.999 

MS 
7.126 
0.555 
5.473 
0.007 
1.178 
0.000 
0.661 

10.79 
0.84 
8.28 
0.01 
1.78 
0.00 

0.188 
0.528 
0.213 
0.934 
0.409 
0.987 

Main Effects Only: 

Rec_Var 
F_Trend 
Nat_Mort 
Error 

1 

1 

1 

4 

7.126 
0.555 
5.473 
1.846 

7.126 
0.555 
5.473 
0.461 

15.44 
1.20 

11.86 

0.017 
0.334 
0.026 

Main Effect Means 

Recruit Variability 

Fishing. Mortality Trend 

Natural Mortality 

low 
high 

low 
high 

low 
high 

N 
4 
4 

4 
4 

4 
4 

logit 
1.681 
3.568 

2.888 
2.361 

3.452 
1.798 
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Table 3.3b. Experiment 1, non-equilibrium age composition, ANOVA of selected model MSE 
relative to correct model MSE . Stocks 25-32 only. 

Source 
Rec_Var 
F_Trend 
Nat_Mort 
Rec_Var*F_Trend 
Rec_Var*Nat_Mort 
F_Trend*Nat_Mort 
Error 
Total 

DF 
1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

7 

SS 
0.035 
0.008 
0.067 
0.013 
0.000 
0.015 
0.003 
0.140 

MS 
0.035 
0.008 
0.067 
0.013 
0.000 
0.015 
0.003 

F 
13.06 
2.94 

24.84 
4.72 
0.10 
5.56 

P 
0.172 
0.336 
0.126 
0.275 
0.802 
0.255 

Main Effects Only: 

Rec_Var 
F_Trend 
Nat_Mort 
Error 

1 

1 

1 

4 

0.035 
0.008 
0.067 
0.031 

0.035 
0.008 
0.067 
0.008 

4.59 
1.03 
8.73 

0.099 
0.367 
0.042 

Main Effect Means 

Recruit Variability 

Fishing Mortality Trend 

Natural Mortality 

low 
high 

low 
high 

low 
high 

N 
4 
4 

4 
4 

4 
4 

Ratio 
1.085 
0.953 

1.050 
0.987 

0.928 
1.110 
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Table 3.4a.	 Experiment 2. age-dependent natural mortality with asymptotic selectivity versus 
constant natural mortality with domed selectivity, selection of model structure. 

Factors: 
Data Variability; 
Recruitment Variability; 
Fishing Mortality Trend; 
Natural Mortality; 
Model Selection Criterion (log-likelihood. AIC, BIC); 

Cell entries are the number of times the criterion picked the correct model form in 60 trials. 

Experimental Treatments Number of Replicates Chosen with 
the Correct Model Form 

Stock Data Recruitment Fishing Natural log AIC BIC 
Variability Variability Mortality Mortality Likelihood 

Simpler: Age-Dependent Natural Mortality with Asymptotic Selectivity 
33 low low low low 60 60 60 
34 low low low high 60 60 60 
35 low low high low 60 60 60 
36 low low high high 60 60 60 
37 low high low low 60 60 60 
38 low high low high 60 60 60 
39 low high high low 60 60 60 
40 low high high high 60 60 60 
41 high low low low 60 60 60 
42 high low low high 59 59 59 
43 hieh low high low 60 60 60 
44 high low high high 58 60 60 
45 high high low low 60 60 60 
46 high high low high 60 60 60 
47 hieh high high low 60 60 60 
48 high high high high 60 60 60 

More Complex: Constant Natural Mortality with Domed Selectivity 
49 low low low low 43 24 4 
50 low low lOw high 46 11 2 
51 low low high low 47 20 4 
52 low low high high 45 21 3 

53 low high low low 43 18 2 

54 low high low high 39 14 5 

55 low high high low 43 13 0 
56 low high high high 44 18 9 

57 high low low low 60 60 52 
58 high low low high 42 10 3 

59 high low high low 52 42 13 

60 high low high high 45 25 3 

61 high high low low 55 42 19 

62 high high low high 46 18 2 
1363 high hieh high low 56 36 

64 high high high high 38 16 1 
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Table 3.4b. Experiment 2. constant natural mortality with domed selectivity versus age-dependent 
natural mortality with asymptotic selectivity, accuracy of ending biomass estimates. 

Factors: 
Data Variability;: 
Recruitment Variability; 
Fishing. Mortality Trend; 
Natural Mortality; 
Model Selection Criterion (log-likelihood, AIC, BIC); 

Cell entries are the values of the mean squared error (in millions) of the estimated ending 
biomass from true ending, biomass in 60 trials. 

Experimental Treatments Mean Squared Error (est. ending biomass 
- true ending biomass) 

Stock Data Recruitment Fishing Natural log AIC BIC Correct 
Variability Variability Mortality Mortality Likelihood Model 

Simpler: Age- Dependent Natural Mortality w-th Asymptotic Selectivity 
33 low low low low 21.24 21.24 21.24 21.24 
34 low low low high 1.53 1.53 1.53 1.53 

35 low low high low 6.74 6.74 6.74 6.74 
36 low low high high 0.37 0.37 0.37 0.37 

37 low high low low 14.76 14.76 14.76 14.76 

38 
39 
40 
41 
42 
43 
44 
45 
46 
47 
48 

low 
low 
low 
high 
high 
high 
high 
high 
high 
high 
high 

high 
high 
high 
low 
low 
low 
low 
high 
high 
high 
high 

low 
high 
high 
low 
low 
high 
high 
low 
low 
high 
high 

high 
low 
high 
low 

high 
low 
high 
low 
high 
low 
high 

1.42 
5.65 
0.39 

213.01 
6.56 

46.38 
5.00 

191.58 
15.11 
53.19 
3.28 

1.42 
5.65 
0.39 

213.01 
6.56 

46.38 
5.01 

191.58 
15.11 
53.19 
3.28 

1.42 
5.65 
0.39 

213.01 
6.56 
46.38 
5.01 

191.58 
15.11 
53.19 
3.28 

1.42 
5.65 
0.39 

213.01 
5.25 
46.38 
5.01 

191.58 
15.11 
53.19 
3.28 

49 low 
More Complex: Constant Natural Mortality with Domed Selectivity 

low low low 16.48 17.71 18.23 15.75 

50 low low low high 1.15 1.22 1.23 1.13 

51 low low high low 3.76 3.60 3.48 3.56 
52 low low high high 0.49 0.50 0.50 0,49 

53 low high low low 18.63 20.21 20.04 15.15 

54 low high low high 1.13 1.16 1.13 1.33 

55 low high high low 6.01 4.88 5.78 5.78 
56 
57 
58 
59 
60 
61 
62 
63 
64 

low 
high 
high 
high 
high 
high 
high 
high 
high 

high 
low 
low 
low 
low 
high 
high 
high 
high 

high 
low 
low 
high 
high 
low 
low 
high 
high 

high 
low 
high 
low 
high 
low 
high 
low 
high 

0.54 
140.04 

9.85 
30.38 
3.02 

185.23 
11.55 
18.26 
3.43 

0.54 
140.04 

9.64 
32.00 
3.00 

167.18 
11.88 
16.82 
3.45 

0.53 
149.68 
9.49 
30.72 
2.65 

192.63 
11.82 
17.61 
3.47 

0.51 
140.04 
8.89 
28.06 
2.97 

167.74 
12.17 
17.89 
3.36 
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Table 3.5a. Experiment 2. constant natural mortality with domed selectivity versus age- dependent 
natural mortality with asymptotic selectivity, ANOVA of selection for the correct model 
structure. 

Source DF SS MS 
Data_Var 1 15.080 15.080 26.96 0.000 
Rec_Var 1 3.504 3.504 6.27 0.019 
F_Trend 1 2.034 2.034 3.64 0.067 
Nat_Mort 1 17.094 17.094 30.57 0.000 
Criterion 2 120.702 60.351 107.91 0.000 
Data_Var*Rec_Var 1 1.218 1.218 2.18 0.152 
Data_Var*F_Trend 1 2.770 2.770 4.95 0.035 
Data_Var*Nat_Mort 1 21.961 21.961 39.27 0.000 
Data_Var*Criterion 2 0.296 0.148 0.26 0.769 
Rec_Var*F_Trend 1 0.424 0.424 0.76 0.392 
Rec_Var*Nat_Mort 1 3.417 3.417 6.11 0.020 
Rec_Var*Criterion 2 0.211 0.105 0.19 0.829 
F_Trend*Nat_Mort 1 4.753 4.753 8.50 0.007 
F_Trend*Criterion 2 0.192 0.096 0.17 0.843 
Nat_Mort*Criterion 2 0.412 0.206 0.37 0.695 
Error 27 15.100 0.559 
Total 47 209.168 

Main Effect Means 

Data Variability N logit 
low 24 -0.969 

high 24 0.152 
Recruitment Variability 

low 24 -0.139 
high 24 -0.679 

Fishine. Mortality Trend 
low 24 -0.203 

high 24 -0.615 
Natural Mortality 

low 24 0.188 
high 24 -1.006 

Criterion 
log-likelihood 16 1.460 

AIC 16 -0.269 
BIC 16 -2.417 
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Table 3.5b. Experiment 2, constant natural mortality with domed selectivity versus age-dependent 
natural mortality with asymptotic selectivity. ANOVA of selected model MSE relative to 
correct model MSE. 

Source DF SS MS 

Data_Var 1 0.0027 0.0027 0.28 0.602 
Rec_Var 1 0.0051 0.0051 0.52 0.476 
F_Trend 1 0.0233 0.0233 2.38 0.135 
Nat_Mort 1 0.0543 0.0543 5.54 0.026 
Criterion 2 0.0012 0.0006 0.06 0.940 
Data_Var*Rec_Var 1 0.0018 0.0018 0.18 0.672 
Data_Var*F_Trend 1 0.0084 0.0084 0.85 0.364 
Data_Var*Nat_Mort 1 0.0121 0.0121 1.24 0.276 
Data_Var*Criterion 2 0.0015 0.0007 0.08 0.928 
Rec_Var*F_Trend 1 0.0000 0.0000 0.00 0.980 
Rec_Var*Nat_Mort 1 0.0171 0.0171 1.74 0.198 
Rec_Var*Criterion 2 0.0062 0.0031 0.32 0.731 

F_Trend*Nat_Mort 1 0.0550 0.0550 5.61 0.025 
F_Trend*Criterion 2 0.0125 0.0063 0.64 0.535 
Nat_Mort*Crition 2 0.0088 0.0044 0.45 0.642 
Error 27 0.2646 0.0098 
Total 47 0.4746 

Main Effect Means 

Data Variability N Ratio 
low 24 1.046 

high 24 1.031 
Recruitment Variability 

low 24 1.049 
high 24 1.028 

Fishing Mortality Trend 
low 24 1.060 

high 24 1.016 
Natural Mortality 

low 24 1.072 
high 24 1.005 

Criterion 
log-likelihood 16 1.038 

AIC 16 1.033 
BIC 16 1.045 
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statistical significance (P<5%) of the apparent differences in the abilities of the criteria to select the 

correct model. Furthermore. Data Variability, Recruitment Variability. and Natural Mortality were 

significant factors influencing the probability that a criterion selected the correct model and their 

influence was independent of the criterion. The interactions of these factors with Criterion were not 

significant. The selection criteria were more effective in picking the correct model form given high Data 

Variability, low Recruitment Variability, low Fishing Mortality Trend, and low Natural Mortality. The 

formal analysis of the accuracy of the selected models (Table 3.5b) indicated that the apparent differences 

in MSE values among the three criteria were not statistically significant (P<5%). Natural Mortality 

produced the only significant (P<5%) main effect and its interaction with Fishing. Mortality Trend 

produced the only significant (P<5%) two-way interaction. The three model selection criteria were equally 

effective in producing accurate ending biomass estimates, but were more accurate as the levels of Data 

Variability, Recruitment Variability, Fishing Mortality Trend. and Natural Mortality were raised from low 

to high. 

3.6 Discussion and Conclusion 

Results from the experiments were generally not as anticipated. The differences in the abilities of 

the model selection criteria to select the correct model form were confirmed but not the expected ranking . 

The maximum log-likelihood criterion outperformed AIC and BIC in the non-nested models (second 

experiment) and was highly competitive with AIC and BIC in the nested models (first experiment) except 

in selecting the correct model form for the equilibrium stocks. Model selection criteria have evolved 

mainly in terms of incorporating features that account for model complexity. In contrast, maximum log-

likelihood, a criterion that accounts only for goodness-of-fit and disregards model complexity, sometimes 

performed better than AIC and BIC, even though the latter criteria account for model complexity and have 

been the focus of many recent studies. This suggests that there are limitations to the hierarchical approach 

I used for ranking model selection criteria (Chapter 2). In addition, accuracy of the parameter estimates 

was largely independent of the model form. Investigations should be directed at finding more factors that 

determine the effectiveness of model selection criteria. Further investieations should also be directed at 

determining why the maximum log-likelihood criterion selected the simpler model a few times in 

Experiment 1 (equilibrium initial age composition) and almost all the time in Experiment 2 (age-

dependent natural mortality coupled with asymptotic selectivity). In theory the log-likelihood for a more 

complex model should be at least as great as that for a simpler alternative, but for some of the replicates it 

was not. 

The tendency of BIC to be relatively a more conservative model selection criterion than its 

counterparts (Kass and Raftery 1995. Newman 1996) could very well explain why BIC more frequently 
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selected the simpler models than maximum log- likelihood and AIC. In Experiment 1 AIC and BIC almost 

always picked the correct model (perhaps because of the greater differences in the number of parameters) 

whereas in Experiment 2 they did not. On the one hand. despite being a conservative selection criterion, 

BIC performed very poorly for the more complex scenario of Experiment 2 (constant natural mortality 

coupled with domed selectivity). On the other hand, for the same stocks. AIC also did poorly despite being 

better than BIC. Also noticeable for these stocks was a general drop relative to the rest of the experiments 

in the performance of all three selection criteria. One possible explanation for the unusually good 

performance of the maximum log likelihood criterion in Experiment 1 is that because the alternative 

models were non-nested for this experiment, the simpler models were able to produce a better fit to the 

data than their more complex counterparts. Why this occurred and the reasons for the drop in the 

performances of AIC and BIC for the more complex scenario of Experiment 2 (constant natural mortality 

coupled with domed selectivity) were not explored in this study. 

A limitation of the experiments is that they considered only two alternative models whereas in 

real applications there can be numerous alternatives. This can account for the lack of contrast in the 

performances of AIC and BIC. These criteria were developed to be used when the number of alternative 

models were more than two. Reducing the simulations to only two alternative models was a huge 

simplification. While model selection was difficult in this task, it is expected to be even more difficult for 

real applications. 

The fact that AIC and BIC include no explicit subjectivity in their applications (e.g., choice of an 

a level) does not entirely solve the problem of subjectivity because there are other aspects ofsubjectivity 

involved in the process of modeling. For example, the users of the Stock Synthesis program decide on 

emphasis factors that weigh the relative credibilities of the likelihood components. They also determine 

the parameters to be fixed and the ones to be estimated. Furthermore, the characteristics of the stocks are 

not fully understood in real applications and often are based on speculation. All subjective aspects of 

modeling require prior knowledge based on some reasonable foundation. Objectivity, therefore, should not 

dictate model building but can only serve as a goal. Further investigations should be conducted on the 

application of Bayesian methods, including BIC. 

Natural Mortality was the most influential experimental factor. This was not a surprise because 

the simulator generated more data points at the low level of Natural Mortality corresponding to long-lived 

fish than at its high level. Natural Mortality was most influential at its low level as expected in three out 

of four ANOVA. It was more influential at its low level in selecting the correct model form but at its high 

level in producing accurate ending biomass estimates for the constant natural mortality coupled with 

domed selectivity stocks. This creates a puzzle that requires further studies. There was no sienificant 

interaction between any of four experimental factors and the model selection criteria. which indicated that 

the significant experimental factors had equal influence on the model selection criteria. 
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In an attempt to reduce subjectivity in an application of Stock Synthesis, lane lli and Ito (1991) 

use a likelihood ratio test to select between alternative models with different weight specifications of the 

likelihood components. In theory, likelihood ratio test is applicable only to nested models. However, the 

results of this study, which generally supported the effectiveness of maximum log-likelihood as a model 

selection criterion, suggest that the likelihood ratio test can be feasible for application with the Stock 

Synthesis program. AIC and BIC could also be used together with maximum log-likelihood and likelihood 

ratio test. The approach of lanelli and Ito could use AIC and BIC to provide alternative measures to guide 

model building process but users would then be faced with the problem of choosing between criteria when 

the criteria disagreed. 
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Chapter 4 

SUMMARY  

Model selection criteria have different structures and the procedures for their applications can 

also be different. In this thesis, three principles of model selection were considered, goodness-of-fit, 

parsimony, and objectivity. Parsimony is concerned with model complexity. The structure of a model 

selection criterion determines whether it accounts for goodness-of-fit and/or parsimony. The procedure for 

its application determines whether or not it is an objective selection criterion. With respect to these three 

principles, the more commonly used model selection criteria were separated into three classes. The 

Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC) and the Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) were placed in the first 

and best class, followed by the likelihood ratio test, which was grouped together with the Cp statistic, the 

adjusted coefficient of determination (R2a), the F test, and the t test. The coefficient of determination 

(R2p), the least square criterion and the maximum likelihood criterion were placed in the bottom class. 

The Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC) and the Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) were 

applied to a simulation study that involved an application of the Stock Synthesis program for stock 

assessment model building. BIC and AIC were compared to a simple maximum log-likelihood criterion 

with respect to their ability to choose the correct model form and their ability to produce accurate 

parameter estimates. The differences in their abilities to select the correct model form was confirmed in 

this study but their relative performances were not as anticipated. In contrast to their top classification, 

BIC and AIC were outperformed by the maximum log-likelihood criterion in a major portion of the 

experiment. A general trait of the BIC, i.e., its tendency to select simpler models, seemed to agree with 

documented studies. However, its performance relative to the maximum log-likelihood criterion was not 

satisfactory. Similarly, AIC behaved according to documented studies, tending to favor more complex 

models relative to BIC. However, AIC did not emerge as a superior model selection criterion as claimed 

by its proponents. 

The experiment with the Stock Synthesis program also examined the effects of Data Variability, 

Recruitment Variability, Fishing Mortality Trend, and Natural Mortality on the performances of the three 

model selection criteria. All of these factors except Fishing Mortality Trend were significant in one 

experiment in determining the abilities of the model selection criteria to select the correct model form and 

their influence was independent of the criterion. 

Further studies should be conducted using a formal framework to evaluate the performances of 

AIC and BIC. A simulation study with a simple model form and informative and noninformative predictor 

variables might provide a more effective experimental basis for evaluating the relative performances of 

AIC and BIC. 
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